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Abstract

This is the first of a pair of papers on homogeneous G-algebras.
G-algebras, or Groebner basis algebras, were studied by Levandosky,
generalizing results by Apel and Berger. We consider here a quadratic
version of these algebras. We first study the structure of the alge-
bras; they are Koszul of finite global dimension, Artin Schelter regular,
noetherian and have a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis. We give the struc-
ture of their Yoneda algebras by generators and relations. The proof
will make use of Anick’s resolution, we get from here the precise global
dimension.

In the second part of the paper we consider the quantum polynomial
ring. For finitely generated graded modules we prove cohomology for-
mulas analogous to those we have for modules over the usual polynomial
ring.

In the third part we use the results we have obtained so far to study
the cohomology of the homogenized G-algebras.

Part four is dedicated to the study of the relations between an ho-
mogeneous G-algebra Bn and its des homogenization Bn/(Z-1)Bn.

In the last sections of the paper we study at the level of modules,
the existing relations among the homogenized algebra Bn, its graded
localization Bnz , the des homogenization Bn/(Z-1)Bn and the Yoneda
algebra B!

n of Bn.
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1 Introduction

This is the first of a series of two papers on Groebener basis algebras, or G-
algebras, they generalize our previous results on homogeneous Weyl algebras
[29].

In order to have a family of algebras which include: the enveloping alge-
bras of the finite dimensional Lie algebras, the Weyl algebras, and the quan-
tum polynomial ring, we study quadratic connected algebras with a Poincare-
Birkoff -Witt basis, or G-algebras. Homogeneous G-algebras are Koszul and
we can relate them with a finite dimensional algebra, its Koszul dual. The
relation between both algebras is well known and this allow us to study the
representations of G-algebras via its Koszul dual. For this reason, we are in-
terested in particular in the homogenized version of G-algebras, as well as, the
homogenization- des homogenization process.

Our paper is structured as follows:

We begin following Levandosky’s approach [21] to the study of G-algebras,
a main tool will be Anick’s resolution. We look to connected quadratic alge-
bras and consider the process of homogenization - des homogenization, proving
that such an algebra has a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis if and only if its corre-
sponding homogenized algebra has a Poincare-Birkoff -Witt basis. We study
next the structure of homogeneous G-algebras Bn, proving they are noethe-
rian Artin-Schelter regular Koszul and of global dimension n+1, and give the
structure of such algebras, as well as the structure of the corresponding Yoneda
algebras B!

n. The algebras B!
n are selfinjective and contain the exterior algebra

C !
n as a subalgebra, in fact B!

n is a free left (right) C !
n-module of rank two.

In section three we study the quantum polynomial ring. We consider first
its basic properties like the Hilbert polynomial, and Artin-Rees lemma, proving
next cohomology formulas analogous to the corresponding formula for the usual
polynomial ring.

Section four is dedicated to the study of the cohomology of G-algebras.
We use the Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis to give a filtration on the G-algebra in
such a way, that the associated graded algebra is the quantum polynomial ring.
We then use a standard spectral sequences argument to prove for G-algebras,
cohomology formulas extending those we found for the quantum polynomial
ring.

Let Z be the element of Bn homogenizing the G-algebra An, this means
Bn/(Z-1)Bn

∼= An. Since Z is in the center of Bn we can consider the homo-
geneous localization (Bn)Z . We prove in section five that the algebra (Bn)Z is
strongly graded and its degree zero part is isomorphic to An. As an applica-
tion of a theorem by Dade, [10] we obtain an exact equivalence of categories
Gr(Bn)Z

∼=ModAn , which induces an equivalence at the level of finitely gener-
ated modules gr(Bn)Z

∼=modAn .
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The last section of the paper is dedicated to study relations among the
representations of the algebras: An, Bn , B!

n, (Bn)Z .

2 Homogeneous G-algebras

In this section we give the main properties of the homogeneous G-algebras Bn,
we prove they are Koszul [17],[18], Artin-Schelter regular [5] and noetherian,
and give the structure of both, Bn and its Yoneda algebra B!

n. A main tool
will be non commutative Groebner basis theory as developed by [31], [14], [15],
[21] and Anick’s resolution.[1],[3].

Groebner basis algebras or G-algebras were considered by Levandosky gen-
eralizing results from Apel [4], Berger [6] and [7]. They include important
classes of algebras like: the Weyl algebras, the enveloping algebras of the finite
dimensional Lie algebras and the quantum polynomial ring.

We will study in this paper the following families of quadratic algebras:
Let k be a field and T=k <X1,X2,...Xn > the free algebra with n generators

and suppose there is a set F={fji |1≤ i <j≤ n}, where for all j>i fji=XjXi-

cijXiXj-dij, dij=
n∑
k=1

bkijXk+aij, with bkij,aij ∈ k, cij ∈ k -{0}, we denote by An

the quadratic algebra T/<F >, with I=<F> the two sided ideal generated by
F and let Bn be the homogenization of the quadratic algebra An defined by
generators and relations as follows: Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/Ih, where Ih is the
ideal generated by the homogenized relations of I:

fhji=XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, and the commutators XiZ-ZXi.

Conversely, given an homogeneous quadratic algebraBn=k <X1,...Xn,Z>/Ih,
where Ih is the ideal generated by the homogenized relations of I:

fhji=XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, and the commutators XiZ-ZXi. For any

element a ∈ k, there is a des homogenized algebra An,a defined as An,a=
k <X1,X2,...Xn >/Ia, with Ia the ideal generated by the des homogenized

relations faji=XjXi-cijXiXj-a
n∑
k=1

bkijXk-aija
2. When a=1 we write An instead of

An,1, and for a=0, An,0 is just the quantum polynomial rink kq[X1,X2,...Xn]=
k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ <XjXi -cijXiXj |j >i , cij ∈ k-{0} >.

In the following proposition we establish the relations between An,a and
Bn.

Proposition 2.1. Given an homogeneous quadratic algebra Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn

,Z>/Ih, with Ih is the ideal generated by the homogenized relations: fhji=XjXi-
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cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, and the commutators XiZ-ZXi, and for a ∈ k its

des homogenization An,a =k <X1,X2,...Xn >/Ia, there is an isomorphism of
k-algebras: Bn/(Z-a)Bn

∼= An,a.

Proof. By the universal property of free algebras, there is a surjective mor-
phism of algebras ϕ:k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>→ An,a given by ϕ(Xi)=Xi+I and
ϕ(Z)=a.

It is clear that ϕ(XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2)=0, ϕ(XiZ-ZXi)=0 and

ϕ(Z-a)=0. Therefore: ϕ induces a surjective homomorphism of k-algebras
ψ: Bn/(Z-a)Bn → An,a.

Every element of Bn can be written as a linear combination of Zkw, with w a

word in the letters X1,X2,...Xn. An element b of Bn is of the form b=
k∑
i=1

fi(Z)wi

with fi(Z)∈ k[Z] and wi a word in X1,X2,...Xn. Dividing by (Z-a) we write

fi(Z)= (Z-a)gi(Z)+fi(a) and b+(Z-a) Bn=
k∑
i=1

fi(a)wi+ (Z-a)Bn. Hence, ψ(b+(Z-

a) Bn)=0 implies
k∑
i=1

fi(a)wi ∈ I. This is:
k∑
i=1

fi(a)wi=
∑
γijf

a
ijγ
′
ij.

But fhji=XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2=XjXi-cijXiXj-

n

a
∑
k=1

bkijXk-a
2aij+

a
n∑
k=1

bkij(a-Z)Xk+aij(a+Z)(a-Z). Therefore fhji+(Z-a) Bn=faji+(Z-a)Bn.

It follows b+(Z-a)Bn=0 and ψ is an isomorphism.

Corollary 2.2. For an homogeneous quadratic algebra
Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/Ih, there is an isomorphism of (graded) k-algebras

Bn/ZBn
∼= kq[X1,X2,...Xn].

Definition 2.3. Let T= k <X1,X2,...Xn > be the free algebra with n generators
and A=k <X1,X2,...Xn > /I the quotient by a two sided ideal. We say that
A= T/ I has a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis if every non zero element of A can
be written in a unique way as a polynomial

∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n , where the sum
is finite and cα ∈ k- {0} .

We are interested in algebras with a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt Basis (PBW for
short). In the next proposition we see that the property is preserved under
the process of homogenization-des homogenization.

Proposition 2.4. Let Bn= k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/Ih be a quadratic homogeneous
algebra, a ∈ k-{0} and An,a=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/Ia its des homogenization.
Then An,a has a PBW basis if and only if Bn has a PBW basis.
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Proof. The relations, both in An and Bn, are of a re writing type, this is: we
commute the variables up to a certain constant and we get, in the first case,
elements of lower degree, in the second case, if we consider only the degree of
the words in X1,X2,...Xn, then we also get elements of lower degree. Hence
an induction argument on the degrees shows that the elements of An are of
the form

∑
cαXα, where the sum is finite, cα ∈ k-{0} and Xα =Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n ,
αi ∈ N∪{0}, and the elements of Bn are of the form

∑
ck,αZkXα , with the

sum finite and ck,α ∈ k-{0}.
In both cases, to have a PBW basis means that the expression is unique.
Assume An has a PBW basis. Since Bn is a positively graded algebra, to

prove that it has a PBW basis is enough to consider homogeneous elements∑
k+|α|=m

ck,αZkXα and show they are zero if and only if all ck,α=0.

As above
∑

k+|α|=m

ck,αZkXα+(Z-a) Bn=
∑

|α|=m-k

ck,αa
kXα+(Z-a) Bn.

Hence
∑

k+|α|=m

ck,αZkXα=0 in Bn, implies
∑

|α|=m-k

ck,αa
kXα=0 in An,a, and by

hypothesis all ck,α=0.
Assume conversely that Bn has ZkXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n as PBW basis and as-
sume the finite sum

∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n is zero in An,a. Then in Bn we write∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n =(Z-a)b with b∈ Bn. The element b can be written as
b=Zkb0+Zk−1b1+... Zbk−1+bk, with each bi a polynomial in X1,X2,...Xn. Then∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n =Zk+1b0+Zk(b1-ab0)+Zk−1(b2-ab1)+...Z(bk-abk−1)-abk.

It follows
∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n =-abk and b0=b1=...=bk=0.

Therefore:
∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n =0 in Bn and, by hypothesis, all cα=0.

For the benefit of the reader we recall the definition and basic properties
of non commutative Groebner basis [1], [11], [14], [15], [31].

Let W consists of words in a finite alphabet S={X1,X2,...Xn}, I is a two
sided ideal of k < W > , and f: k < W >→ k < W >/I is the canonical map.
Let’s say S is ordered as: X1 <X2 <...<Xn and W has a well-ordering, for

example the degree lexicographic order. Let ρ=
t∑
i=1

ciγi, with ci ∈ k -{0} and

γi a word of W , be an element of k < W > assume the words are ordered by
γ1 > γ2... > γt. Then we say that γ1 is the tip of ρ. We define the tip of I as
tipI={tipρ | ρ ∈ I}.
Definition 2.5. A Groebner basis for the ideal I of k < W > is a, not neces-
sarily finite, set {ρk}k∈A of generators of I such that <tipρk >k∈A=<tipI >,
where < X > denotes the ideal generated by the subset X.

In this paper a Groebner basis will mean a finite Groebner basis.

Definition 2.6. Given a totally ordered monomial W and an element w of W
we say that v is a submonomial of w, and write v⊂w, if there exist w′, w′′ ∈ W
with w′vw′′=w.
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We say that a non empty subset M of W is an order ideal of monomials,
and write o.i.m., if given u∈M and v⊂u, then v∈M .

Our main tool in this section is the following:

Lemma 2.7. [1]Let M be the subset of Wdefined as M={x∈ W |f(x)/∈spanf(y)
if y<x}. Then M is an o.i.m. and the elements f(w), with w∈ M form a k-
vector space basis of k < W > /I.

Observe that M is precisely the set of monomial which are non tips of
elements of I.

Levandosky considered the existence of Groebner basis in a situation more
general than quadratic algebras, he proved the following:

Theorem 2.8. [21] Let k be a field and T=k <X1,X2,...Xn > the free
algebra with n generators and suppose there is a set F={fji |1≤ i <j≤ n},
where for all j>i fji=XjXi-cijXiXj-dij, cij ∈ k-{0}, dij ∈ T .

For i <j <k denote by NDCijk the equation in T ,
NDCijk=cikcjkdijXk-Xkdij+cjkXjdik-cijdikXj+djkXi-cijcikXidjk

Let I be the ideal generated by F, I= <F >⊆ T . If there exists a well-
ordering < on T , such that the leading monomial of fij is `m( fij)=XjXiand
`m( dij)<XiXj, then the following conditions are equivalent:

1) F is a Groebner basis for I with respect to <,
2) For all 1≤i <j <k≤n the normal form NF( NDCijk |F)=0
3) The k-algebra A= T/ I has a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis.

Proof. If we apply the non commutative version of Buchberger algorithm to
the pairs { (fji,fkj)|i <j< k}, we get in the fifth step the equation NDCijk.

The equivalence of 1) and 2) follows.
The equivalence of 1) and 3) was proved by Green [14] in the quadratic

case, we recall the proof.
Since M is an o.i.m. an element of M has no submonomial of the form

XjXi, with j>i. It follows that every element of M is of the form Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n

with αi ∈ N∪{0}.
Assume F is a Groebner basis. By definition tipI= < XjXi |j >i >. Then

no element of the form Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n is the tip of an element in I. It follows

that M consists precisely of the monomials Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n and by Lemma 1,

these monomials are a PBW basis.
Let’s assume that the monomials Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n are a basis of A. We know
that all the elements of M are of this form, and that they are a basis for A.
Therefore: M consists of all monomials of the form Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n . It follows
that the tip of any element of I is divided by some XjXi with j >i and tipI =<
XjXi |j >i >. This is: F is a Groebner basis.
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Corollary 2.9. Let k be a field, I =<F > the ideal of T=k <X1,X2,...Xn >
generated by the set of relations F={fji |1≤ i <j≤ n}, where for all j>i
fji=XjXi-cijXiXj-dij, cij ∈ k-{0}, dij ∈ T . T with a well-ordering < such that

`m( fij)=XjXiand `m( dij)<XiXj, assume NDCijk=cikcjkdijXk-Xkdij+cjkXjdik
-cijdikXj+djkXi-cijcikXidjk=0. Then F is a Groebner basis for I and A= T/
I has a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis.

Definition 2.10. Fallowing [21] we call a k-algebra satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 2.8, a G-algebra.

Since we are interested in Koszul algebras we consider in this paper only
quadratic algebras An and their homogenizations Bn.

Example 2.11. Let k be a field of zero characteristic. An is defined by gen-
erators and relations as: k <X1,X2,...Xn >/<XjXi- cijXiXj-dij |j>i, cij ∈ k-
{0} >, with dij ∈ k. Then An is a G-algebra if and only if cikcjkdijXk-
Xkdij+cjkXjdik-cijdikXj+djkXi-cijcikXidjk=0

In particular the quantum polynomial k <X1,X2,...Xn >/<XjXi- cijXiXj >
is a G-algebra.

Example 2.12. Assume for all j>i cij=1 and a∈ k-{0}. Then
k <X1,X2,...X2n >/<Xn+jXi- XiXn+j-a∂ij |1≤i,j≤n > is a G-algebra. When
a=1 it is the Weyl algebra. If the field k is algebraically closed, then for all
a 6=0 the algebras are isomorphic.

When dij ∈ k, the quadratic algebra An has NDCijk linear, hence; it is in
normal form, and An is a G-algebra if and only if NDCijk=0.

Example 2.13. Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over a field k, with

basis v1, v2,...vn and [vi,vj]=
n∑
k=1

bkijvk, bkij ∈ k. Then the enveloping algebra

η(L) = k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ <XjXi- XiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijXk > has a PBW basis [19].

Therefore it is a quadratic G-algebra.

Example 2.14. The homogeneous versions of examples 3) and 4).

We consider now homogeneous G-algebras Bn= k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/<XjXi-

cijXiXj- dij,|j>i, cij ∈ k-{0},XiZ-ZXi >, where dij=
n∑
k=1

bk
ijZXk+aijZ

2, with the

letters ordered by: Z<X1 <X2 <...<Xn , and the words W in these letters
have the degree lexicographic order.

By the above theorem, the homogeneous G-algebras Bn have a Poincare-
Birkoff-Witt basis, and the relations F={XjXi- cijXiXj- dij}, are a Groebner
basis for the ideal <F > of k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>.
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With this order we have: Xi1 <Xi2 <...<Xik , where each i` corresponds to

a non zero coefficient bi`ij in the expression XjXi-cijXjXi-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2. We

have: XiXj >XjXi >ZXik ...>ZXi2 >ZXi1 >Z2.

We apply now the results of Lemma 2.7 to the homogenized G-algebra Bn.

The ideal I is generated by the relations XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2,

with j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, and by XiZ-ZXi.

The elements of M are all the monomials of the form Zα0Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n with

αi ∈ N∪{0}. .

Let VM be the set of obstructions of M [1], this is: VM={w∈ W |w/∈ M
and v w implies v∈M}.

By the above description of the elements of M , it is clear that if w/∈ M ,
then w is of length larger or equal to two and either of the form w=w′ XjXiw

′′,
with j>i or of the form w=w′ XkZw′′. Hence, if either w′ 6= 1 or w′′ 6= 1, then
w is not an obstruction. We have proved VM={XjXi |j>i}∪{XkZ| 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.

This statement proves the main theorem of the section.

Theorem 2.15. Let Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I, with I=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2,XiZ-ZXi |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}>, be an homogenized G-algebra. Let

W be the words in the letters X1,X2,...Xn, Z, ordered by: Z<X1 <X2 <...<Xn,
and give W the degree lexicographic order. The set M is defined by M={x∈
W |f(x)/∈spanf(y) if y<x}. Then:

i) The set of obstructions is VM={XjXi |j>i}∪{XkZ| 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.

ii) The set G={XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, XiZ-ZXi |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}}

is a Groebner basis for I.

iii) The set of monomials {Zα0Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n , with αi ∈ N∪{0}} is precisely

M . In particular, the images of the monomials {Zα0Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n with αi ∈

N∪{0}} under the canonical map f: k < W >→ k < W > /I is a Poincare-
Birkoff -Witt basis of Bn.

We recall now the construction of Anick’s resolution.

Definition 2.16. Given a finite alphabet S={X1,X2,...Xn} ordered as X1 <X2

<... <Xn and W the words in the alphabet S, with the degree lexicographic
order. We define the o.i.m. M={x∈ W |f(x)/∈spanf(y) if y<x}, VM is the set
of obstructions. Then:

The -1-chain consist of the element 1.

The 0-chains are the letters in the alphabet.

The 1-chains are the elements of VM .

Define by induction the n-chains:
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A monomial µ=Xi1Xi2...Xit is a n-prechain if there exist natural numbers
aj, bj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, satisfying:

a) 1=a1 <a2 ≤b1 <a3 ≤b2...<an ≤bn−1¡ bn=t
b) Xiaj

...Xibj
∈ VM .

A n-prechain Xi1Xi2...Xitis a n-chain, if Xi1Xi2...Xis is not an m-prechain
for s<bm and m≤n.

In our case it is very easy to compute the n-chains.
The 2-chains are the words XiXjXk with i >j >k and the words XiXjZ with

i >j.
The 3-chains the words XiXjXkX` with i >j >k> ` and the words XiXjXkZ

with i >j >k.
In general, the k-chains are the words Xi1Xi2 ...Xik+1

, with it >it+1, 1≤ t ≤ k
and Xi1Xi2 ...XikZ, with it >it+1, 1≤ t ≤ k -1.

The chains of maximal length are the n-chains, only one, XnXn−1...X2X1Z
is there.

Denote by Ck the k-vector space with basis the k-chains, it is clear that
the dimension of Ck is

(
n+1
k+1

)
.

According to [1], [3], there is a projective resolution of the simple k:

0→ Cn ⊗k Bn →...→ Ck ⊗k Bn
d→ Ck−1 ⊗k Bn...→ C0 ⊗k Bn → Bn → k→0

where d: Ck ⊗k Bn → Ck−1 ⊗k Bn is given by:
d(Xi1Xi2 ...Xik+1

⊗1)=Xi1Xi2 ...Xik⊗Xik+1
+w. Moreover, d is a morphism of

graded modules. Since Xi1Xi2 ...Xik⊗Xik+1
∈(Ck−1 ⊗k Bn)1, Anick’s resolution

is in this case a linear resolution.
We have proved the following:

Theorem 2.17. [16]A homogenized G-algebra Bn is Koszul of global di-
mension n+1.

Let´s denote by B!
n the Yoneda algebra of Bn and by J its graded Jacobson

radical. By Koszul theory, the projective resolution of the right Bn-module k
is:

0→D(Jn+1)⊗kBn ⊗kBn →...
d→D(Jk/Jk+1)⊗kBn →...→D(J/J2)⊗kBn → Bn

→ k→0, with B!
n ⊃J⊃J2 ⊃...⊃Jn ⊃Jn+1 ⊃0 the Loewy series.

Therefore: dimkD(Jk/Jk+1)=dimkCk−1 and dimkB
!
n=

n+1∑
k=0

(
n+1
k

)
is equal to

the number of monomials of Bn of the form Zε0Xε1
1 ...X

εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n and εi ∈{0,1}.

We will give next the structure of B!
n by generators and relations.

By Koszul theory B!
n=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/I⊥, where I⊥ is the ideal gen-

erated by quadratic relations orthogonal to the relations generating I, with
respect to the bilinear form <-,-> defined in the paths of length two as:

< αβ,α′β′ >=

{
0 if α 6= α′ or β 6= β′

1 otherwise
.
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The ideal I is generated by the relations: fhji=XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2

with j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, and by the relations XiZ-ZXi, for all i.

We now compute I⊥ and show that it is generated by the relations: R=
{X2

i , 1≤ i ≤n}∪{XiXj+cijXjXi, j>i}∪{XkZ+ZXk+
∑
j>i

bkijXjXi}∪{Z2+∑
j>i

aijXjXi}.

It is easy to check that R ⊂I⊥.

Let ρ be an element of (I⊥)2. It has the following form:

ρ=
n∑
i=1

aiX
2
i+aZ2+

∑
j>i

sijXjXi+
∑
j>i

rijXiXj+
n∑

i=1

uiXiZ+
n∑

i=1

viZXi.

We re-write ρ as: ρ=
n∑
i=1

aiX
2
i+a(Z2+

∑
j>i

aijXjXi)+
∑
j>i

rij(XiXj+cijXjXi)+

n∑̀
=1

u`(X`Z+ZX`+
∑
j>i

b`ijXjXi)+
∑
j>i

( sij+aaij+rijaij+
n∑̀
=1

u`b
`
ij)XjXi+

n∑̀
=1

(v`-u`)ZX`.

Setting αij=sij+aaij+rijcij+
n∑̀
=1

u`c
`
ij and α`=v`-u`.

It follows ρ′′=
∑
j>i

αijXjXi +
n∑̀
=1

α`ZX` is an element of (I⊥)2. Then

<XiZ-ZXi,ρ
′′ >=-αi=0 and <XjXi- cijXiXj

n

-
∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2,ρ′′ >=αij for j>i,

hence αij=0. This is: ρ′′=0.

We have proved I⊥ is generated by the relations {X2
i , 1≤ i ≤n}∪{XiXj+

cijXjXi, j>i}∪{XkZ+ZXk+
∑

j>i

bkijXjXi}∪{Z2+
∑

j>i

aijXiXj}.

It follows from these relations, that any element of B!
n is a linear combina-

tion of monomials ZkXε1
1 ...X

εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n , with εi ∈{0,1}. If k≥2, ZkXε1

1 ...X
εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n =∑

aij
j>i

Zk−2 XjXiX
ε1
1 ...X

εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n , then ZkXε1

1 ...X
εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n is a linear combination of

monomials of the form Z`Xε1
1 ...X

εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n , with ` ≤k-2. By induction we obtain

that ZkXε1
1 ...X

εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n is a linear combination of monomials Zε0Xε1

1 ...X
εn−1

n−1 Xεn
n ,

with εi ∈{0,1}. Therefore B!
n is generated by these monomials. By the above

observation, they form a k-basis of B!
n. It follows B!

n has simple socle, and
since it is local, it is selfinjective.

By a result of P. Smith [33], the algebra Bn is Artin-Schelter regular.

In fact from the structure of B!
n it follows that the quantized exterior alge-

bra C !
n=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ <X2

i , 1≤ i ≤n, XiXj+cijXjXi, j>i ,cij ∈ k-{0}>
is a subalgebra of B!

n and B!
n=C !

n⊕ZC !
n as right modules.

By symmetry, we obtain the same kind of results for the opposite rings.

We have proved the following:
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Theorem 2.18. A homogeneous G-algebra Bn is Koszul Artin-Schelter
regular, the structure of its Yoneda algebra B!

n has the following properties:
i) The algebra B!

n is given by generators and relations by:
B!
n=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ I⊥, where I⊥=<X2

i , 1≤ i ≤n, XiXj+cijXjXi, j>i,
XkZ+ZXk-

∑
j>i

bkijXjXi, Z2-
∑
j>i

aijXjXi >.

ii) The algebra is selfinjective.
iii) The quantized exterior algebra:
C !
n=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ <X2

i , 1≤ i ≤n, XiXj+cijXjXi, j>i ,cij ∈ k-
{0}> is a subalgebra of B!

n and B!
n has a right (left) module decomposition

B!
n=C !

n⊕ZC !
n.

The homogeneous Weyl algebra is the homogenized G-algebra defined by
generators an relation as HD(n)=k <X1,X2,...Xn,δ1,δ2,...δn, Z>/I, with I=
<XiXj- XjXi, δi δj- δjδi, δiXj- Xjδi-∂ijZ

2, XiZ-ZXi >, where ∂ij is Kronecker’s
delta.

The Yoneda algebra HD!(n) of the homogenized Weyl algebra HD(n) is
defined by generators and relations as HD!(n)=kq[X1, X2, ...Xn, ∂1, ∂2, ...∂n,
Z]/{X2

i ,∂
2
j ,
∑

Xi∂i+Z2}, where (X,Y) is the anti commutators XY+YX, and
kq[X1,X2,...Xn, δ1,δ2,...δn,Z]=k <X1,X2,...Xn,∂1,∂2,...∂n,Z>/{(Xi,Xj),(∂i,∂j),
(Xi,Z),(∂i,Z)} is the quantum polynomial ring.

By definition, any homogeneous G-algebra has Z in the center, but for the
homogenized Weyl algebra we have:

Lemma 2.19. The center of HD(n) is isomorphic to k[Z].

Proof. Let b∈Z(HD(n)) be an element of the center,

b=
m

Σ
n=0

( Σ
k+|α|+|β|=n

ak,α,βZkXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n δβ1

1 δ
β2

2 ...δβnn ).

We have an equality δ1X1=X1δ1+Z2, which implies:
∂1X2

1=X1∂1X1+Z2X1=X1(X1∂1+Z2)+Z2X1=X2
1∂1+2Z2X1.

It follows by induction ∂1Xα1
1 =Xα1

1 ∂1+α1Z2Xα1−1
1 .

Hence, ∂1ZkXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n ∂β1

1 ∂
β2

2 ...∂βnn =
ZkXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n ∂β1+1
1 ∂β2

2 ...∂βnn +α1Zk+2Xα1−1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n ∂β1

1 ∂
β2

2 ...∂βnn
and ZkXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n ∂β1

1 ∂
β2

2 ...∂βnn ∂1=ZkXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n ∂β1+1

1 ∂β2

2 ...∂βnn
From the equality δ1b=bδ1, after cancellation we have
( Σ
k+|α|+|β|=n

α1ak,α,βZk+2X
α1−1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n ∂β1

1 ∂
β2

2 ...∂βnn )=0.

It follows α1=0.

Multiplying by: ∂2,...∂n, we get b=
m

Σ
n=0

( Σ
k+|β|=n

ak,βZk∂β1

1 ∂
β2

2 ...∂βnn ) and mul-

tiplying by: X1,X2,...Xn we obtain, by a similar calculation, b=
m

Σ
k=0

akZ
k.
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3 The quantum polynomial ring

In this section we study the quantum polynomial ring [24], [34] and prove for
the category of finitely generated graded modules over this ring, cohomology
formulas which are very similar, to known formulas over the usual polynomial
ring [28]. It follows from the previous section that the ring kq[X1,X2,...Xn] has
a PBW basis, it is Koszul and Artin-Schelter regular, its Yoneda algebra is
the quantum exterior algebra k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ I⊥, with I⊥=<X2

i , 1≤ i ≤n,
XjXi+aijXiXj, i>j ,aij ∈ k-{0}>. The ring kq[X1,X2,...Xn] is noetherian, to
prove it; just observe that the proof of Hilbert´s basis theorem, easily extends
to the quantum polynomial ring.

Let’s denote by Λ the quantum polynomial ring kq[X1,X2,...Xn]. It is
clear from the definition of quantum polynomial ring, that given a monomial
Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ,...Xαn

n , we have: ΛXα1
1 Xα2

2 ,...Xαn
n =Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ,...Xαn

n Λ. As a consequence,
we have an exact sequence: 0→XnΛ→ Λ→ Λ′ →0, with Λ′=kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1].

We also have an injective map of k-algebras:
ϕ:kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1]→ kq[X1,X2,...Xn].
Since kq[X1,X2,...Xn] has Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis {Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ,...Xαn

n } we
have a left kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1] -module decomposition:
kq[X1,X2,...Xn]= ⊕

k≥0
kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1]Xk

n and kq[X1,X2,...Xn] is a free left Λ

(right) kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1]-module.

Proposition 3.1. Let Λ=kq[X1,X2,...Xn] be the quantum polynomial algebra.
Then there is an automorphism of k-algebras σ:Λ→ Λ, defined as follows: for
a polynomial f=

∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ,...Xαn

n , fXn=Xnσ(f). In particular σ(Xn)=Xn

Proof. The quantum polynomial is defined as Λ = k <X1,X2,...Xn >/I , I the
ideal generated by the quantum relations {XiXj-aijXjXi, with i>j, aij ∈ k-
{0}}. Writing for i>j, aji=a−1

ij .

Multiplying the monomials Xα=Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ,...Xαn
n and Xβ=Xβ1

1 Xβ2

2 ,...Xβn
n and

using the commutativity relations we have:
(Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ,...Xαn

n )Xn=Xn(aα1
1,naα2

2,n...a
αn−1

n−1,nXα1
1 Xα2

2 ,...Xαn
n )

Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n Xβ1

1 Xβ2

2 ...Xβn
n = (

i>j

ai,j)
αiβjXα1+β1

1 Xα2+β2

2 ...Xαn+βn .

Given polynomials f=
∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n , g=

∑
bβXβ1

1 Xβ2

2 ...Xbn
n we have (fg)Xn

=(
∑

cαbβXαXβ)Xn=(
∑

cαbβ (
i>j

ai,j)
αiβjXα1+β1

1 Xα2+β2

2 ...Xαn+βn)Xn

=Xn(
∑

cαbβ (
i>j

ai,j)
αiβjaα1+β1

1,n aα2+β2

2,n ...a
αn−1+βn−1

n−1,n Xα1+β1

1 Xα2+β2

2 ...Xαn+βn).

In the other hand, fXn=Xn

∑
cα aα1

1,naα2
2,n...a

αn−1

n−1,nXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n and gXn=

Xn

∑
bβ aβ1

1,naβ2

2,n...a
βn−1

n−1,nXβ1

1 Xβ2

2 ...Xβn
n .

Defining a map σ:Λ → Λ by Xnf=Xnσ(f). It is clear that σ is a k-vector
space automorphism. By the above remark, σ(f)σ(g)=σ(fg).
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We have proved σ is an automorphism of algebras.

Corollary 3.2. The automorphism σ induces by restriction an automorphism
σ of Λ′=kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1].

For any automorphism σ : Λ→ Λ and any left Λ-module M we define the
twisted module σM by σM=M as abelian groups, and with twisted multipli-
cation λ∗m=σ(λ)m, for any λ ∈ Λ, m∈M.

We also consider a special quantum polynomial ring kq[X1,X2,...Xn,Z]=
k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I, where I the ideal generated by the quantum relations
{XiXj-aijXjXi, with i>j, aij ∈ k-{0} and for all i XiZ-ZXi}, the ring
kq[X1,X2,...Xn,Z] is isomorphic to k[Z]⊗k kq[X1,X2,...Xn], and it will be de-
noted by k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn].

3.1 The Hilbert polynomial

The Hilbert polynomial can be defined for the quantum polynomial rings
kq[X1,X2,...Xn], k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn] in the same way as for the usual polyno-
mial ring, k[X1,X2,...Xn], [2] [28]. Since it depends only on counting the num-
ber of monomials Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ,...Xαn

n , it coincides with the usual Hilbert polyno-
mial. We define for the quantum polynomial ring the dimension of a finitely
generated module M by d( M)=d, with d-1 the degree of the Hilbert poly-
nomial of M , and the multiplicity as the integer e such that e/(d-1)! is
the leading term of the Hilbert polynomial. In particular, given an exact
sequence: 0→N→M→L→0 of finitely generated kq[X]-modules, d (M)=max
{d (N),d( L)} and if d( M)=d(N)=d(L), then e(M)=e(L)+e(N).

For the benefit of the reader we will recall in this subsection some of the
properties of the Hilbert polynomial as in [2] and check that they hold for the
quantum polynomial rings Λ=kq[X1,X2,...Xn] and k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn].

Definition 3.3. Let Λ0 be a noetherian integral domain with field of quotients
Q. Then the rank of a finitely generated Λ0-module M is dimQ(Q⊗Λ0M).

It is clear from the definition that rank is an additive function this is:
given an exact sequence of finitely generated Λ-modules: 0→L→N→M→0,
rank(M)= rank(L)+rank(N).

In the particular case that Λ0 is a principal ideal domain, a finitely gen-
erated Λ0 -module M decomposes as: M=t(M)⊕F, where t (M) is a finitely
generated torsion module, and F is a free module of rank n. In this case
rank(M)=rank F, and rank(t(M))=0.

In this subsection Λ denotes, either the quantum polynomial ring
kq[X1,X2,...Xn], or k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn]. Both are positive graded rings, the first
one has k in degree zero and the second one has k[Z] in degree zero. We denote
by Λ0, either k , or k[Z]. In both cases Λm is a free Λ0-module with basis the
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monomials Xα1
1 Xα2

2 ,...Xαn
n , with

n∑
αi

i=1

=m. For a finitely generated Λ0 module

M we denote in the first case by λ(M), the dimension, dimk( M), and in the
second case the rank, rank( M). We deal with both cases simultaneously.

Let Z[[t]] be the formal power series ring with integral coefficients, and
Z((t)) its localization with respect to the multiplicative system{tm | m ∈ Z+}.
Then the Poincare series of a finitely generated graded left Λ-module M is
defined as: Pλ(M,t)=

∑
n∈Z

λ(Mm) tm ∈ Z((t)).

Example: If Λ is kq[X1,X2,...Xn], or k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn], then Pλ(Λ,t)=∑
n≥0

λ(Λm) tm =
∑
n≥0

(
n+m−1
n−1

)
tm=1/(1-t)n.

The proof as in the usual polynomial ring, is by induction on n.

Theorem 3.4. Let Λ be either the quantum polynomial kq[X1,X2,...Xn], or
the quantum polynomial ring k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn], and M a finitely generated
graded left Λ-module. Then Pλ(M ,t)=f(t)/(1-t)n, where f(t) ∈ Z[t.t−1] is a
Laurent polynomial.

Proof. By induction in n. If n=0, then M is a finitely generated graded Λ0-
module and we have two cases:

When Λ0=k , then M is a graded finite dimensional vector space.

In the case Λ0=k [Z], the module M=t(M)⊕F with F a graded free Λ0

module of rank r.

In both cases Mm=0 for m large enough, hence P(M,t)= h(t), with h(t)
∈ Z[t,t−1].

Let’s suppose m>0 and the claim is true for quantum polynomial rings in
m-1 variables.

Let σ be the automorphism of Λ given by fXn =Xn σ(f). Then multi-
plication by Xn induces a homomorphism of Λ-modules: Xn: σM→M, and

an exact sequence: 0→K→ σM
Xn→M→L→ 0, with XnK=XnL=0. K and L

can be considered as Λ/(Xn)-modules. For the first quantum ring there is an
isomorphism Λ/(Xn)∼= kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1], and for the second an isomorphism
Λ/(Xn)∼= kq[Z][X1,X2,...Xn−1].

It is clear that for any automorphism σ, Pλ(M,t)=Pλ(σM,t).

For each integer m there is an exact sequence of finitely generated Λ0-
modules: 0→Km → σMm →Mm+1 →Lm+1 →0, with σMm=Mm as Λ0-modules.

Then λ(Km)-λ(Mm)+λ(Mm+1)-λ(Lm+1)=0.

We have (1-t) Pλ(M,t)=
∑
λ( Mm)tm-

∑
λ(Mm+1)tm+1=

∑
(λ( Mm+1)-

λ( Mm))tm+1=
∑

(λ( Lm+1)-λ( Km))tm+1= Pλ( L,t)- Pλ(K,t)t

By induction hypothesis, there are polynomials g(t),h(t)∈ Z[t,t−1] such
that Pλ(L,t)=g(t)/(1-t)n−1, Pλ(K,t)=h(t)/(1-t)n−1. Setting f(t)=g(t)-h(t) we
get Pλ(M,t)=f(t)/(1-t)n.
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Corollary 3.5. For m large enough the map m→ λ(Mm), is a polynomial in
m with rational coefficients and of degree dimλ( M)-1.

Proof. We proved Pλ(M,t)=f(t)/(1-t)n, where f(t) ∈ Z[t,t−1]. We have f(t)=
(t-1)kg(t), with g(1) 6=0, and d=dimλ(M)=n-k. It was above proved that

(1-t)−d=
∞∑(
d+j-1
d-1

)
k=0

tj and g(t)=
N∑
−N

ajt
j. It follows λ( Mm)=

m∑
j=−m

aj
(

d+m-j-1
d-1

)
, and

m≥N. Hence λ( Mm)=
m∑

k=−m
aj (m-j+1)(m-j+2)...(m-j+d-1)/(d-1)!.

Therefore n→ λ( Mm) is a polynomial in m, with leading term: (
m∑

j=−m
aj)m

d−1

/(d-1)!=g(1)md−1/(d-1)!.

The polynomial m→ λ( Mm) is known as the Hilbert polynomial, his lead-
ing term is g(1)md−1/(d-1)!.

For Λ=kq[X1,X2,...Xn] the Hilbert polynomial m→dimk(Λm)=
(

n+m-1
m-1

)
has

leading term mn−1/(n-1)! and the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of
kq[X1,X2,...Xn] is n-1.

Similarly, for Λ=k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn] the Hilbert polynomial m→ λ(Λm)=(
n+m-1

n-1

)
has leading term mn−1/(n-1)! and the degree of the Hilbert polynomial

of k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn] is n-1.
For every positive integer s and q≥s we can write qs as qs=s!

(
q
s

)
+Q(q),

where Q(q) is a polynomial with integer coefficients and degree s-1.
It follows by induction, that every polynomial P of degree d can be written,

for q large enough, as: P(q)=c0

(
q
d

)
+c1

(
q

d-1

)
+...cd−1

(
q
1

)
+cd with ci ∈ Z.

We have also the converse [28]:

Lemma 3.6. If for q a large enough integer the polynomial q→P(q)=c0
(
q
d

)
+

c1
(

q
d-1

)
+...cd−1

(
q
1

)
+cd has integer values, then for all 1≤i≤d the coefficients ci

are integer.

Proof. By induction on d. The case d=0 is clear. Assume d>0 and that the
statement holds for d-1.

Then P(q+1)-P (q)=
d∑
i=0

ci
(

q+1
d-i

)
-
d∑
i=0

ci
(

q
d-i

)
=

d∑
i=0

ci(
(

q+1
d-i

)
-
(

q
d-i

)
)=

d−1∑
i=0

ci(
(

q
d-i-1

)
.

The polynomial q→ P (q+1)-P (q) has integer coefficients, and by induction
hypothesis, for 1≤i≤d-1, each ci is an integer. It follows cd is also integer.

Let F be a polynomial of degree d whose leading coefficient is a0, and de-
fine the polynomial G as: G(m)=F(m)-F(m-1). Then G(m)= ad0m+ad−1

1 m+...
-(a0(m-1)d+a1(m-1)d−1+...)=a0dmd−1+lower terms.

Hence G(m) is a polynomial of degree d-1 with leading coefficient a0d.
We have the following converse:
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Lemma 3.7. Let F be a function in Z such that G(m)=F(m)-F(m-1) is a
polynomial in m of degree d-1. Then for m large enough, F is a polynomial in
m of degree d.

Proof. Define the polynomial P of degree d-1 as P(m-1)=G(m). By the above

remarks, P(m)=
d−1∑
i=0

ci(
(

m
d-i-1

)
. For m≥N+1 F(m)=

m∑
( F

k=N+1

(k)-F(k-1))+ F (N)=

m∑
G

k=N+1

(k)+ F(N)=
m∑

P
k=N+1

(k-1)+ C, C a constant.(
q
s

)
=

q∑
j=s+1

(
(

j
s

)
-
(

j-1
s

)
)+1=

q∑
j=s+1

(
j-1
s-1

)
+1=

q∑
j=s

(
j-1
s-1

)
.

Then
m∑
k=d

P(k-1)=
m∑
k=d

d−1∑
i=0

ci
(

k-1
d-i-1

)
=
d−1∑
i=0

ci(
m∑
k=d

(
k-1

d-i-1

)
)=

m∑
k=d

ci
(

m
d-i

)
.

Therefore: F(m)=
m∑
k=d

ci
(

m
d-i

)
+C´, C’ a constant.

It follows F is a polynomial of degree d.

As a consequence of the lemma we have the following:
Let F be the polynomial given by F(N)=

∑
m≤N

λ(Mm). Then F(N)- F(N-1)=

λ(MN) is a polynomial of degree d-1 and leading term g(1)md−1/(d-1)!. Hence
F(N) is a polynomial of degree d and leading coefficient b0 with db0=a0/(d-1)!.
This is: b0= a0/d!, where d=dimλ ( M) is the dimension of M and we call e=a0

the multiplicity e of M , is a positive integer.

Example: For Λ=kq[X1,X2,...Xn],
N∑
n=0

dimk(Λn)=
N∑
m=0

(
n+m-1

n-1

)
=
(

n+N
n

)
=Nn/n!+

... and Λ has dimension n, and multiplicity 1.

Similarly, Λ=k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn],
N∑
m=0

rank(Λm)=
N∑
m=0

(
n+m-1

m-1

)
=
(

n+N
n

)
=Nn/n!+

... and Λ has dimension n, and multiplicity 1.

Lemma 3.8. Let 0→M′ →M→M′′ →0 be an exact sequence of finitely gener-
ated graded left Λ-modules, where Λ=kq[X1,X2,...Xn], or Λ=k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn].
Then:

i) dimλ( M)=max{dimλ( M′), dim λ( M′′)}.
ii) If dimλ( M)=dimλ(M′)=dimλ(M′′), then e (M)=e(M′)+e(M′′).

Proof. Since 0→M′ →M→M′′ →0 is an exact sequence of graded Λ-modules,
for any integer n, we have an exact sequence of finite dimensional k-vector
spaces: 0→M′m →Mm →M′′m →0 and we have:∑

m≤p
λ( Mm)=

∑
m≤p

λ(M′m)+
∑
m≤p

λ(M′′m).

For large enough n we let χ(M,p) be the polynomial given by χλ(M,p)
=
∑
m≤p

λ( Mm).
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Hence, χλ(M,p)=χλ(M
′,p)+χλ(M

′′,p) and the result follows from the fact
that the leading coefficient of each polynomial is positive.

Lemma 3.9. Let Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn] be the quantum polynomial, with R=k or
R=k[Z], and J the graded Jacobson radical. Denote by Λ∗ the graded R-algebra
defined as Λ∗= ⊕

m≥0
Jm. Then Λ∗is noetherian.

Let Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn] be the quantum polynomial defined by generators
and relations as R <X1,X2,...Xn >/I , I the ideal generated by the quantum re-
lations {XiXj-aijXjXi, with i>j, aij ∈ k-{0}}. Let Γ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn,Y1,...Yn]
be the quantum polynomial ring defined by generators and relations as
k <X1,X2,...Xs, Y1,Y2,...Yn >/L , where L is the ideal generated by the quan-
tum relations {XiXj-aijXjXi, , YiYj-aijYjYi, XiYj-aijYjXi, with i>j, aij ∈ k-
{0}}. The elements of Γ are of the form

∑
cα,βXαYβ with cα,β ∈ R and Γ is

graded by Γk={
∑
|β|=k

cα,βXαYβ}. There is a surjective homomorphism of graded

rings µ : Γ → Λ∗ given by µ(
∑
|β|=k

cα,βXαYβ)=
∑
|β|=k

cα,βXαXβ and Γ noetherian

implies Λ is noetherian.

Lemma 3.10. (Artin-Rees) [27] Let Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn] be the quantum poly-
nomial ring, where R=k or R=k[Z], M a finitely generated graded left Λ-
module, N a submodule of M and J the graded Jacobson radical of Λ. Then
there exists m0 ∈ Z+ such that Jp+m0M∩N=Jp(Jm0M∩N), for all p∈ Z+.

Proof. Put Λ∗= ⊕
m≥0

Jm. To the finitely generated graded Λ-module M, and its

graded submodule N, we associate the graded Λ∗-modules M∗= ⊕
m≥0

JmM and

N∗= ⊕
m≥0

(N∩JmM).

It follows from the inclusions: Jp(N∩JmM)⊂JpN∩Jm+pM⊂(N∩Jm+pM),
that N∗ is finitely generated, and it is clear that M∗ is finitely generated.
Therefore: N∗ is finitely generated, and there exists some positive integer m0

such that
m0

⊕
m=0

(N∩JmM) generates N∗.

Then for any positive integer p: N∩Jp+m0M=m0

k=0
Jp+m0−k(N∩JkM)

⊂Jp(N∩Jm0M)⊂N∩Jp+m0M.

Consider an exact sequence of finitely generated graded Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn]-
modules: 0→M′ →M→M′′ →0 and associate to this exact sequence the se-
quence of graded Λ-modules 0→GrI((M

′)→Gr(M)→Gr(M′′)→0 defined by:
Gr(M)= ⊕

k≥0
JkM/Jk+1M, Gr(M′′)= ⊕

k≥0
JkM′′/Jk+1M′′, and GrI(M

′)=

⊕
k≥0

(M′∩JkM)/(M′∩Jk+1M).
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Since Gr(M)k=JkM/Jk+1M, Gr(M′′)k=JkM′′/Jk+1M′′ and GrI(M
′)k=

(M′∩JkM)/(M′∩Jk+1M). By Corollary 3.5, the maps:
k→ λ(JkM/Jk+1M), k→ λ(JkM′′/Jk+1M′′), and k→ λ(M′∩JkM)/(M′∩Jk+1M)
are given by polynomials with rational coefficients, and by Artin-Rees lemma
the polynomials: k→ λ(M′/(M′∩JkM) and k→ λ(M′)/(JkM′) are given by
polynomials of the same degree and equal leading terms.

For Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn], where R=k or R=k[Z], and a finitely generated
graded Λ-module M , there is a truncation M≥k such that M≥k has its gen-
erators in degree k and J`M≥k=M≥k+`. There is an integer p such that
Jp(M)⊂M≥k ⊂M. Hence for any positive integer `, Jp+`(M)⊂M≥k+` ⊂J`M
and the polynomials

`→ λ(
∑
k≤`

Mk)=λ(M/M≥`), and `→ λ(M/J`M) are for ` large enough, poly-

nomials of the same degree, and of the same leading term. As a consequence
we have a proof of the following:

Lemma 3.11. Let M be a finitely generated graded Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn]-module,
M′ a graded submodule of M and Gr(M)= ⊕

k≥0
JkM/Jk+1M, and GrI(M′)=

⊕
k≥0

(M′∩JkM)/(M′∩Jk+1M). Then M and Gr(M) have the same λ-dimensions

and the same multiplicity. The submodule M′ of M and the associated graded
modules Gr(M′) and GrI(M′) have the same λ-dimension and the same
multiplicity.

3.2 The cohomology of the quantum polynomial ring

The quantum polynomial ring is graded by the degree of a polynomial. We will
study for the finitely generated graded modules cohomology formulas, similar
to those of the usual polynomial ring.

Let Λ=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn] be the quantum polynomial ring, with R = k or
R=k[Z], and Λ′=Rq[X1,X2,...Xn−1]. Let M, N be graded left modules, denote
by HomGrΛ(N,M ) the maps in degree zero, and by ExtkGrΛ(N,M ) the degree
zero extensions, this is: the k-derived functor of HomGrΛ(N,M). By M[s] we
mean the k-th shift given by M[s]j=Ms+j. If M and N are finitely generated,
then ⊕

s∈Z
ExtkGrΛ(N,M[s])∼=ExtkΛ(N,M). (See[13]. In particular, ExtkΛ(N,Λ) is a

graded right Λ-module.

Remark 1. There is an injective morphism of R-algebras Λ′ → Λ, and any
Λ-module is by restriction, a Λ′-module. Denote by σΛ the Λ-Λ bimodule, with
the usual structure of right Λ-module, and with left multiplication f∗g=σ(f)g,
where σ is the automorphism of Λ given above. σΛ is projective, both as a
left and as a right Λ-module. Multiplication on the left by Xn induces an exact
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sequence of (graded) Λ-Λ bimodules: 0→ σΛ
Xn→ Λ→ Λ′ → 0, which splits as a

sequence of one sided Λ′-modules. Right multiplication by Xn induces an exact

sequence of Λ-Λ bimodules 0→ Λσ−1 Xn→ Λ→ Λ′ → 0, which splits as one sided
Λ′-modules.

The automorphism σ : Λ → Λ induces an isomorphism of Λ-Λ bimodules
σ : Λσ−1 → σΛ. For any left A-module M, there is an isomorphism of left
Λ-modules HomΛ(σΛ, M)∼= σ−1M.

Hence, tensoring by a left Λ′-module N produces an exact sequence:

0→ σΛ⊗Λ′N
Xn⊗1→ Λ⊗Λ′N→ Λ′⊗′N→0, which is isomorphic to the sequence:

0→ σΛ⊗Λ′N
Xn⊗1→ Λ⊗Λ′N→N→0 and N extends to a Λ-module with multi-

plication Xnn=0 for all n∈N. It is also clear that there is an isomorphism:
(Λ⊗Λ′N)/Xn(Λ⊗Λ′N)∼=N.
By the long homology sequence we have an exact sequence:

→ExtkΛ(N,A)→ExtΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N,Λ)→ExtkΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′N,Λ)→Extk+1
Λ (N, Λ)→

→ Extk+1
Λ (Λ⊗Λ′N,Λ)→...

Let N be a finitely generated left Λ′-module and
...Pk →Pk−1 →...→P1 →P0 →N→0 a free resolution of Λ′ -modules of finite
rank.

Then: ... Λ⊗Λ′Pk → Λ⊗Λ′Pk−1 →...→ Λ⊗Λ′P1 → Λ⊗Λ′P0 → Λ⊗Λ′N→0 is
a projective resolution of the left Λ-module of Λ⊗Λ′N and

... σΛ⊗Λ′Pk → σΛ⊗Λ′Pk−1 →...→ σΛ⊗Λ′P1 → σΛ⊗Λ′P0 → σΛ⊗Λ′N→0 is
a projective resolution of the left Λ-module σΛ⊗Λ′N.

Let M be a finitely generated left Λ-module.
Hom Λ( Λ⊗Λ′ P , M ) is the complex:

0→Hom Λ( Λ⊗Λ′P0,M)→HomΛ(Λ⊗Λ′P1,M)...→Hom Λ(Λ⊗Λ′Pk−1,M)→
→HomΛ(Λ⊗Λ′Pk,M)→...

Hom Λ(σΛ⊗Λ′ P , M ) is the complex:
0→Hom Λ(σ Λ⊗Λ′P0,M)→HomΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′P1,M)→...→Hom Λ( σΛ⊗Λ′Pk−1,M)→
→HomΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′Pk,M)→...
and Hom Λ′( P , M ) is the complex:
0→Hom Λ′( P0,M)→HomΛ′(P1,M)→...HomΛ′(Pk−1,M)→HomΛ′(Pk,M)→...

Then there are isomorphisms of complexes:

Hom Λ( Λ⊗Λ′ P , M )∼=Hom Λ′( P , M ) and
Hom Λ( σΛ⊗Λ′ P , M )∼=Hom Λ′( P , σ−1M ) .

It follows that for any k≥0 there are isomorphisms:

ExtkΛ′(N,M)∼=ExtkΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N,M) and ExtkΛ′(N,σ−1M)∼=ExtkΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′N,M )

Let M be a projective left Λ′-module and Hom Λ′( P , Λ′) be the complex:
0→Hom Λ′(P0,Λ′)→HomΛ′(P1,Λ′)→...HomΛ′(Pk−1,Λ′)→HomΛ′(Pk,Λ

′)→...
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Tensoring with M we obtain a complex Hom Λ′( P , Λ′)⊗Λ′M whose k-th
cohomology is ExtkΛ′(N, Λ′)⊗Λ′M.

Using the natural isomorphisms Hom Λ′( Pk, Λ′)⊗Λ′M∼=Hom Λ′(Pk,M) we
get the isomorphism of complexes:

Hom Λ′( P , Λ′)⊗Λ′M∼=Hom Λ′( P ,M ).

It follows that there are natural isomorphisms:

ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′M∼=ExtkΛ′(N,M)∼=ExtkΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N,M) and
ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′σ

−1M∼=ExtkΛ′(N,σ−1M)∼=ExtkΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′N,M).

In particular, ExtkΛ′(N, Λ′)⊗Λ′Λ ∼=ExtkΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N, Λ)
and ExtkΛ′(N, Λ′)⊗Λ′σ

−1Λ ∼=ExtkΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′N, Λ)∼=ExtkΛ(N, Λ)⊗Λ′Λσ.
Hence the long exact sequence:
...→ExtkΛ(N, Λ)→ExtkΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N, Λ)→ExtkΛ(σΛ⊗Λ′N, Λ)→Extk+1

Λ (N, Λ)→
→Extk+1

Λ (Λ⊗Λ′N, Λ)→...
is isomorphic to the exact sequence:

...→ExtkΛ(N, Λ)→ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′Λ→ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′Λσ →Extk+1
Λ (N, Λ)→

→Extk+1
Λ′ (N, Λ)⊗Λ′Λ→...

Shifting with σ−1 we obtain the exact sequence:

..→ExtkΛ(N, Λ)σ−1 →ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′Λσ
−1 1⊗Xn→ ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′Λ→

→Extk+1
Λ (N, Λ)σ−1 →Extk+1

Λ′ (N, Λ)⊗Λ′Λσ
−1 →...

Consider the exact sequence of Λ -Λ bimodules: 0→ Λσ−1 Xn→ Λ→ Λ′ → 0,
where Xn(−) is right multiplication, then for any integer k≥0, there is an exact
sequence of right Λ-modules:

0→ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′Λσ
−1 1⊗Xn→ ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)⊗Λ′Λ→ExtkΛ′(N,Λ′)→ 0 .

and ExtkΛ′(N,Λ
′)∼=Extk+1

Λ (N, Λ)σ−1 ∼=(ExtkΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N,Λ))/(ExtkΛ(Λ⊗Λ′N,Λ))Xn.

Definition 3.12. Let Λ=Rq[X], with R=k or R=k[Z], be the quantum poly-
nomial ring in n-variables and M a left Λ-module. Define the Xn-torsion part
of M as tXn(M)={m∈M|there exists k≥0 such that Xk

nm=0}. We say M is
Xn-torsion whenever tXn(M)=M, and M is torsion free when tXn(M)=0.

It is easy to check that tXn(M) is a Λ-submodule of M and M/tXn(M) is
Xn-torsion free. In case M is a graded module, both tXn(M), M/tXn(M) are
graded.

We begin with the following generalization of formulas that hold for the
usual polynomial ring:[28]
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Theorem 3.13. Let Λ=Rq[X], with R=k or R=k[Z], be the quantum poly-
nomial ring in n-variables, and M a finitely generated graded left module.
Denote by d(−) the λ-dimension, given in the first case by dimk(−), and by
rank(-) in the second case. Then

i) ExtjΛ( M,Λ)=0, for j<n-d(M).
ii) d( ExtjΛ(M ,Λ))≤n-j, for 0≤j≤n.

Proof. We prove i) and ii) by induction on the number of variables of Λ=Rq[X].
If n=0, then Λ=R is either the field k or the polynomial ring in one vari-
able k[Z] and formulas i) and ii) are true. Assume the formulas hold for
Λ′=kq[X1,X2,...Xn−1] and n≥1.

We will use the following strategy:
We first consider finitely generated Λ- module M such that XnM=0 and

prove the formulas. We then use a filtration by this kind of modules to extend
the formulas to finitely generated Λ- modules M of Xn-torsion. We next prove
the formulas for Xn-torsion free Λ- modules, and last, we use the extension:

0→ tXn(M)→ M→ M/tXn(M)→ 0

to prove i) and ii) for arbitrary finitely generated Λ-modules M. a) Let N be a
graded Λ-module with XnN=0, this is equivalent to say that N is a graded Λ′-
module. Let J=(X1,X2,...Xn) and J′=(X1,X2,...Xn−1) be the graded Jacobson
radicals of Λ and Λ′, respectively. Then JN=J′N, and XnJ′N= σ−1J′XnN=0.
Therefore: JkN=J′kN. From this observation it is clear that dΛ′(N)= dΛ(N),
when R=k. In the second case the Poincare series of N is P(N,t)=

∑
k≥p

rank

( Nk) tk, either as Λ-module, or as Λ′-module. Hence; we also have in this case
dΛ′(N)=dΛ(N).

By induction hypothesis ExtjΛ′( N,Λ)=0, for j<n–1-dΛ′(N).
From the isomorphism ExtjΛ′(N,Λ′)∼=Extj+1

Λ (N, Λ)σ−1 we get

Extj+1
Λ (N,Λ)=0 for j+1 < n-dΛ(N).

Let’s now assume dΛ′(ExtjΛ′( N,Λ))≤n-1-j, for 0≤j≤n-1.
By the same isomorphism as above dΛ(Extj+1

Λ (N, Λ))≤n-(j+1).
The proof of the theorem is complete in this case.
Let M be a finitely generated graded Λ-module, such that there exists

a positive integer k with Xk
nM6=0 and Xk+1

n M=0. The formulas i) and ii)
are satisfied for each quotient Xj

nM/Xj+1
n M , we prove by induction they are

satisfied for each Xj
nM.

Assume they are satisfied for Xj
nM, with i+1≤j≤k and consider the exact

sequence:
0→ Xi+1

n M→ Xi
nM→ Xi

nM/Xi+1
n M→ 0.

Then d(Xi
nM)=max{d(Xi+1

n M), d(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M)}.
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If d(Xi
nM)=d(Xi+1

n M)≥ d(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M), then

n-d(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M) ≥ n-d(Xi
nM)=n-d(Xi+1

n M).

By induction hypothesis, k< n-d(Xi
nM) implies

ExtkΛ(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M,Λ)=ExtkΛ(Xi+1
n M,Λ)=0.

By the long homology sequence, we obtain an exact sequence:

...→ ExtkΛ(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M,Λ)→ ExtkΛ(Xi
nM,Λ)→ ExtkΛ(Xi+1

n M,Λ)→ ....

It follows ExtkΛ(Xi
nM,Λ)=0 for k< n-d(Xi

nM).
If d(Xi

nM)= d(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M)≥d(Xi+1
n M), then

n-d(Xi+1
n M) ≥ n-d(Xi

nM)=n-d(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M).

If k<n-d(Xi
nM), then by the same argument as before, ExtkΛ(Xi

nM,Λ)=0.
To prove ii) observe that the exact sequence:

...→ ExtkΛ(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M,Λ)
u→ ExtkΛ(Xi

nM,Λ)
v→ ExtkΛ(Xi+1

n M,Λ)→ ....

induces a short exact sequence.

0→ U→ ExtkΛ(Xi
nM,Λ)→ V→ 0, with U=Imu and V=Inv,

hence d(ExtkΛ(Xi
nM,Λ))=max{d(U), d(V )} and

d(U) ≤ d(ExtkΛ(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M,Λ)),d(V) ≤ d(ExtkΛ(Xi+1
n M,Λ)

By induction hypothesis,

d(ExtkΛ(Xi
nM/Xi+1

n M,Λ)) ≤ n-k and d(ExtkΛ(Xi+1
n M,Λ) ≤ n-k,

it follows d(ExtkΛ(Xi
nM,Λ)) ≤n-k.

We assume next that M is free of Xn-torsion.
This implies that multiplication by Xn is a monomorphism, and we have

an exact sequence:

0→ σM
Xn→ M→ M/XnM→ 0,

where d(σM)=d( M). If d(M/XnM)=d(M), then
e(M)=e(σM)+e(M/XnM), but M and σM have the same Hilbert polynomial
and e(M/XnM)=0 implies M/XnM=0.

But M graded and Xn contained in the graded radical implies, by the graded
Nakayama’s lemma, that M=0.

Therefore; d(M/XnM)<d( M) and n-d( M)<n-d(M/XnM).
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We have an exact sequence:

..→ ExtjΛ(M/XnM,Λ)→ ExtjΛ(M,Λ)→ ExtjΛ(σM,Λ)→ Extj+1
Λ (M/XnM,Λ)...,

where j+1≤n-d( M)<n-d(M/XnM) implies

ExtjΛ(M/XnM,Λ)=Extj+1
Λ (M/XnM,Λ)=0.

It is easy to check that there is a natural isomorphism:

ExtjΛ(σM,Λ) ∼= ExtjΛ(M,Λ)σ.

By the long homology sequence we get an isomorphism

Xn:ExtjΛ(M,Λ)→ ExtjΛ(M,Λ)σ,

hence an isomorphismXn:ExtjΛ(M,Λ)σ−1 →ExtjΛ(M,Λ) and

ExtjΛ(M,Λ)Xn=ExtjΛ(M,Λ).

By the graded version of Nakayama’s lemma ExtjΛ(M,Λ)=0.
To prove ii) in the torsion free case we write N=ExtjΛ(M,Λ), and observe

that right multiplication induces an exact sequence

0→ K→ Nσ−1 Xn→ N→ C→ 0,

where ImXn=I and K= {n∈Nσ−1 |Xnn=0}, I=NXn and C∼=N/NXn, from the
exact sequence:

ExtjΛ(M/XnM,Λ)→ ExtjΛ(M,Λ)σ−1 Xn→ ExtjΛ(M,Λ)→ Extj+1
Λ (M/XnM,Λ)

we get d( K)≤d(ExtjΛ(M/XnM,Λ))≤n-j and d(C )≤d(Extj+1
Λ (M/XnM,Λ))

≤n-j-1.
Letting J be the graded Jacobson radical of Λ. For a positive integer q,

the exact sequence: 0→K→Nσ−1 Xn→I→0 induces exact sequences:

0→ K ∩ (Nσ−1)Jq−1 → (Nσ−1)Jq−1 → IJq−1 → 0 and

0→ K/(K ∩ (Nσ−1)Jq−1)→ (Nσ−1)/(Nσ−1)Jq−1 → I/IJq−1 → 0,

and the exact sequence: 0→I→N→C→0 exact sequences:

0→ I ∩ NJq → NJq → CJq → 0 and

0→ I/(I ∩ NJq)→ N/NJq → C/CJq → 0

Hence the inclusion I=NXn ⊂NJ implies IJq−1 ⊂NJq∩I.
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Therefore:

λ((Nσ−1)/(Nσ−1)Jq−1)=λ(K/(K ∩ (Nσ−1)Jq−1)+λ(I/IJq−1)=λ(N/NJq−1)

λ(N/NJq)=λ(I/(I ∩ NJq))+λ(C/CJq) ≤ λ(I/IJq−1)+λ(C/CJq).

0 ≤ λ(N/NJq)-λ(N/NJq−1) ≤ λ(C/CJq)-λ(K/(K ∩ (Nσ−1)Jq−1).

By Lemma 3.11, ([28], [2]) for p large enough the function
p→ λ(K/(K∩(Nσ−1)Jp) is a polynomial of the same degree and multiplicity
as the polynomial given by p→ λ(K/KJp) and by the proof of Lemma 3.11, of
the same degree and multiplicity as the polynomial p→ λ(K/K≥p).

By definition the degree of this polynomial is d(K)≤n-j.
Therefore: p→ λ(K/(K∩(Nσ−1)Jp) is a polynomial of degree≤n-j.
Similarly, the function p→ λ(C/CJp) is a polynomial of degree ≤n-j-1.
Then for q large enough λ(C/CJq)-λ(K/(K∩(Nσ−1)Jq−1 ) is a polynomial

of degree ≤n-j.
Assume it is equal to n-j. Then the leading coefficient of this polynomial

is the leading coefficient of q→-λ(K/(K∩(Nσ−1)Jq) which is the same as the
leading term of q→ −λ(K/KJq), this is -m(K)qn−j/(n-j)! would imply that
λ(N/NJq)-λ(N/NJq−1) has negative values for q large enough. A contradiction.

Hence for q large enough, λ(N/NJq)-λ(N/NJq−1) is a polynomial of degree
≤n-j-1.

By Lemma 3.7, ([28],[2]), d( N)≤n-j.
We consider next an arbitrary finitely generated graded module M, and

look to the exact sequence: 0→tXn(M)→M→M/tXn(M)→0.
By the long homology sequence we have an exact sequence:

→ ExtkΛ(M/tXn(M),Λ)
µ→ ExtkΛ(M,Λ)

γ→ ExtkΛ(tXn(M),Λ)→

Since d(tXn(M)≤d(M) and d(M/tXn(M))≤d(M).
If k<n-d(M), then k<n-d(tXn(M) and k<n-d(M/tXn(M).
Therefore: ExtkΛ(M/tXn(M),Λ)=ExtkΛ(tXn(M), Λ)=0.
It follows ExtkΛ(M, Λ)=0
Let V be the image of µ and W be the image of γ,

then d(V)≤d(ExtkΛ(M/tXn(M),Λ))≤n-k and
d( W)≤d(ExtkΛ(tXn(M), Λ))≤n-k.
Hence d(ExtkΛ(M,Λ))≤n-k.

By symmetric arguments we have:

Theorem 3.14. Let Λ=Rq[X], with R=k or R=k[Z], be the quantum poly-
nomial ring in n-variables and M a finitely generated graded right module.
Then

i) ExtjΛop( M,Λop)=0, for j<n-d(M).
ii) d( ExtjΛop( M,Λop))≤n-j, for 0≤j≤n.
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Let Λ be Λ=k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn]. Given a Λ-module M we denote by
t ( M) the torsion part of M as a k[Z]-module. The module M is k[Z]-torsion
if and only if t(M)=M and torsion free when t(M)=0. Since Z is in the cen-
ter, a finitely generated Λ-module M is torsion if and only if there is a non
zero polynomial f(Z)∈ k[Z] such that fM=0. Given a polynomial f(Z)∈ k[Z]
and left Λ-modules M,N, f(Z)∗HomΛ(M,N)=HomΛ(f(Z)∗M,N), hence if M is
of k[Z]-torsion, then HomΛ(M,N) is of k[Z]-torsion. Let N→I◦be an injec-
tive resolution. Then HomΛ(M,I◦) is a complex of torsion k[Z]-modules and
Hk((HomΛ(M,I◦))= ExtkΛ(M,N) is a torsion k[Z]-module.

We will prove now the following:

Lemma 3.15. Let M be a finitely generated Rq[X]-module, where Λ=Rq[X] is
the quantum ring in n-variables and R=k[Z]. Denote by d ( M ) the dimension
with respect to the rank function λ. Then

i) d( M )=0 if and only if M/t(M) is a free k[Z]-module of finite rank.
ii) If M is of dimension zero, then ExtnΛ( M, Λ) is of λ-dimension zero.

Proof. i) If M /t(M)=
p
⊕
i=1
k[Z][ki]-module, then M=t (M)⊕ (

p
⊕
i=1

k[Z][ki]) and

λ(M`)=0, except for a finite number of `. Hence the Poincare series is a poly-
nomial and d( M)=0.

Conversely, if d(M)=0, then the Poincare series of M is a polynomial and
λ(Mk)=0=rank(Mk) for all but a finite number of k.

This means that M=( ⊕
k≥p

t(Mk))(
`
⊕
i=1

k[Z][ki]) and t(M)=( ⊕
k≥p

)t(Mk) implies

M/ t( M) is free of finite rank.

ii) If M is of dimension zero, then M=t (M)⊕ (
p
⊕
i=1

k[Z][ki]) and ExtnΛ( M, Λ)

=ExtnΛ(t (M),Λ)⊕ExtnΛ((
p
⊕
i=1

k[Z][ki]) , Λ), with ExtnΛ(t (M),Λ) a torsion k[Z]-

module. Λ ∼= k[Z]⊗kkq[X]. There is an isomorphism of Λ- modules k[Z]∼=
k[Z]⊗kk .

It follows by [23] that
ExtnΛ(k[Z]⊗kk, k[Z]⊗kkq[X])∼=Homk[Z](k[Z], k[Z])⊗kExtnkq [X]( k, kq[X]), where

Extnkq [X]( k, kq[X])∼= k[-n]. Therefore: ExtnΛ( M , Λ)=ExtnΛ(t (M),Λ)⊕
k[Z][-n-ki] and ExtnΛ( M , Λ) is of λ-dimension zero.

Theorem 3.16. Let Λ=Rq[X], with R=k or R=k[Z], be the quantum poly-
nomial ring in n variables. Then

iii) Given a finitely generated graded left Λ-module M

d(Ext
n-d(M)
Λ ( M, Λ)=d(M).

iii’) Given a finitely generated graded right Λ-module M

d(Ext
n-d(M)
Λop ( M, Λop)=d( M).
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Proof. We will prove at the same time both iii) and iii’) by induction on the
dimension.

Since the Artin Schelter regular condition [5] is two sided iii) and iii’) hold
for zero dimensional modules and R=k. By lemma 3.15, iii) and iii’) hold in
the case R=k[Z] and dimension zero.

Let k be a positive integer an assume iii) and iii’) hold for all left and right
modules of dimension less than k.

Let M be a finitely generated graded left module of dimension k. By ii) in

theorem 3.13, d((Ext
n-d(M)
Λ ( M, Λ)≤d (M).

Let N be N=Ext
n-d(M)
Λ ( M, Λ) and assume d(N)<d(M). Then n-d(M)<n-

d(N).

By induction hypothesis d((Ext
n-d(N)
Λop ( N, Λop)=d(N).

We have a minimal graded projective resolution:
...→Pn+1-d(M) →Pn-d(M) →...→P1 →P0 →M→0. Then ExtiΛ(M,Λ)=0 for

i<n-d(M) implies the complex:

0→(P0)∗ →(P1)∗ →...(Pn-d(M)-1)∗
δ→(Pn-d(M))

∗ →(Pn+1-d(M))
∗ is a complex

with zero homology except in degree n-d( M).
We have the following commutative exact diagram:

0 0
↓ ↓

(Pn-d(M)-1)∗ → Kerδ → N → 0

↓ 1 ↓ ↓
(Pn-d(M)-1)∗ → (Pn-d(M))

∗ → C → 0

↓ ↓
0→ Imδ → B → 0

↓ ↓
0 0

The module C has a projective resolution:

0→ (P0)∗ → (P1)∗ → ...(Pn-d(M)-1)∗
δ→ (Pn-d(M))

∗ → (Pn+1-d(M))
∗ → C→ 0

Dualizing we obtain an exact sequence:
0→C* →(Pn+1-d(M))

** →(Pn-d(M))
**...(P1)** →(P0)** →Ext

n-dim(M)
Λop (C,Λop)→0

Which is isomorphic to the exact sequence:

0→ C∗ → Pn+1-d(M) → Pn-d(M) → ...→ P1 → P0 → M→ 0.

Therefore: Ext
n-d(M)
Λop (C,Λop)∼=M and ExtjΛop(C,Λop)=0 for j>n-d( M).

By the long homology sequence, the exact sequence: 0→N→C→B→0 in-
duces an exact sequence:
Ext

n-d(N)
Λop (C,Λop)→Ext

n-d(N)
Λop (N,Λop)→Ext

n+1-d(N)
Λop (B,Λop)→Ext

n+1-d(N)
Λop (C,Λop)
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Since n-dim(N)>n-dim(M), then Ext
n-d(N)
Λop (C,Λop)=Ext

n+1-d(N)
Λop (C,Λop)=0 and

Ext
n-d(N)
Λop (N,Λop)∼=Ext

n+1-d(N)
Λop (B,Λop).

By ii) in the previous theorem dim(Ext
n+1-d(N)
Λop (B,Λop))≤n-(n+1-d( N))=

dim ( N)-1.

Hence, d(Ext
n-d(N)
Λop (N,Λop))≤d ( N)-1.

Contradicting the induction hypothesis.
Therefore: d(Ext

n-d(M)
Λ ( M, Λ))=d( M).

The proof for right modules is symmetric.

Let Λ=Rq[X], with R=k or R=k[Z], be the quantum polynomial ring in
n variables. We have used the rank function λ to define a λ-dimension of
the finitely generated Λ-modules. With this dimension dλ(Λ)=n. However,
we can define in Λ another dimension using the function dimk, we denote
this dimension by dim and we have for the ring dim(Λ)=n+1. We want to
compare both dimensions for a finitely generated module M, which is torsion
free as k[Z]-module.

Since we are assuming M torsion free as k[Z]-module, each Mk has a
decomposition Mk=⊕

mk
k[Z][-k]. Denote by r the maximal ideal (Z) of k[Z]. Then

Mk/rMk= ⊕
mk

(k[Z]/r)[-k]=⊕
mk
k[-k] and M/rM is a k[X]-module with (M/rM)k=

Mk/rMk.
It follows rank(Mk)=dimk(Mk/rMk) and dim(M/rM)=dλ(M).
Now M/rM∼= Rq[X]/rq[X]⊗ΛM∼= kq[X]⊗ΛM.
Then R⊗kM/rM∼= R⊗k(kq[X]⊗ΛM)∼=(k[Z]⊗kkq[X])⊗ΛM∼= Λ⊗ΛM∼=M.
We have proved dim( M)=dim(kq[X]⊗kM/rM)=1+dim( M/rM)=1+dλ(M).

4 Cohomology of homogeneous G-algebras

In this section we introduce a filtration on an homogenized G-algebra B such
that the associated graded algebra Gr(B) is isomorphic to the quantum poly-
nomial ring. Then we will use the results of the previous section to prove
analogous formulas for homogenous G-algebras. This section follows closely
the proofs given for Weyl algebras in Milicic notes, [28]. In order to have a
self-contained paper, we reproduce here his results, remarking that they extend
to the situation we consider in this paper. (See also [20])

Definition 4.1. Let Λ be a ring with 1. The ring is filtered if there is a family
F={Fn}n∈Z of abelian subgroups of Λ such that Fn−1 ⊆ Fn, and the following
statements hold:

i) Fn=0 for n<0.
ii) ∪

n≥0
Fn=Λ

iii) 1∈ F0
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iv) FiFj ⊂ Fi+j

To a filtered ring Λ with filtration Fwe associate a graded ring
Gr(Λ)= ⊕

n≥0
Fn/Fn−1.

We will say that the filtration is good if in addition we have:
v) Gr(Λ) is noetherian.
vi) Gr1(Λ) generates Gr(Λ) as F0-algebra.
The example we have in mind is the following:
Let k be a field and Bn be an homogenized G-algebra k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I,

with I=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2 |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, XiZ-ZXi >. Then

we have a filtration F on Bn, which we will call the standard filtration, defined
as Fi={

∑
|α|≤i

rαXα |rα ∈ k[Z]}.

The filtration F satisfies properties i) to vi) with F0=k[Z] and associated
graded ring Gr(Bn)∼= k[Z]q[X1, X2,... Xn] the quantum polynomial ring with
coefficients in k[Z] .

Given a filtered ring Λ with filtration F , a Λ-module M has an F - filtration
(or a filtration compatible with F) if there is a family of subgroups {Fi(M)}i∈Z
of M such that Fi−1(M)⊂ Fi(M) and Fj ∗ Fk(M)⊂ Fj+k(M) .

We say that the filtration is Hausdorff if ∩
k∈Z
Fk(M)=0, and that it is ex-

haustive if ∪
k∈Z
Fk(M)=M.

Definition 4.2. An F- filtration {Fi(M)}i∈Zon the Λ-module M is called good
if:

i) Fi(M)=0, for i negative enough.
ii) The filtration is exhaustive.
iii) Each Fi(M) is a finitely generated F0-module.
iv) {Fi(M)}i∈Z is stable. There is an integer m0 such that Fj ∗ Fk(M)=

Fj+k(M) for all j and all k≥m0.

We have the following results from [28], [20]

Lemma 4.3. Let Λ be a filtered ring with a good filtration F , and M a Λ-
module with a Hausdorff exhaustive F-filtration F(M)={Fi(M)}i∈Z. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

i) F(M) is a good filtration.
ii) The Gr(Λ)-module Gr(M) is finitely generated.

We also have:

Lemma 4.4. Let Λ be a filtered ring with a good filtration F , and M a Λ-
module. Then
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i) If M has a good F-filtration F(M)={Fi(M)}i∈Z, then M is finitely
generated.

ii) Every finitely generated Λ-module has a good F-filtration F(M)=
{Fi(M)}i∈Z.

From these lemmas it follows:

Proposition 4.5. [28],[20]Let Λ be a filtered ring with a good filtration F .
Then Λ is noetherian.

As a corollary we have:

Theorem 4.6. The homogenized G-algebras Bn are noetherian.

Lemma 4.7. [28],[20]Let Λ be a filtered ring with a good filtration F . Then
a good filtration F(M) in a finitely generated Λ-module M is finer that any
other Hausdorff exhaustive filtration on M. In particular two good filtrations
on M are equivalent.

We will restrict next to the particular case of the homogenized G-algebras
Bn with the standard filtration. Let M be a finitely generated Bn-module
with a good filtration F(M). There is some integer m0 such that F(M)m0 and
F(M)k=0 for k<m0.

Then Gr (M)m0=F(M)m0 .
We have defined in the category of finitely generated k[Z]-modules an ad-

ditive function λ(N)=rankN we define by induction an integral function λ on
F(M)k by λ(F(M)k)-λ(F(M)k−1)=λ(Gr(M)k)

By Lemma 3.7, λ(F(M)k) is a polynomial for large k.
If F ′(M) is another good filtration, then they are equivalent and for large

k the polynomials λ(F(M)k and λ(F ′(M)k have the same degree and the
same leading term. We denote the degree by dλ(M) and the leading term
is eλ(M)/dλ(M)!.

By definition dλ(M)=dλ(Gr(M)) and eλ(M)=eλ(Gr(M)).
Given an exact sequence of Bn-modules:

0→ M′
f→ M

g→ M′′ → 0

such that M has a filtration F(M). Then M ′and M ′′have induced filtrations
F(M ′)=F(M)∩M ′ and F(M ′′)=g(F(M)). If F(M) is good then both F(M ′)
and F(M ′′) are good. In this case there is an exact sequence of finitely gener-
ated graded k[Z]q[X1, X2,... Xn] -modules:

0→ Gr(M′)
Gr(f)→ Gr(M)

Gr(g)→ Gr(M′′)→ 0
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We proved in section 3, dλ(Gr(M))=max{dλ(Gr(M′)), dλ(Gr(M′′))}
dλ(Gr(M))=dλ(Gr(M′))=dλ(Gr(M′′)), implies eλGr(M)=eλGr(M′)+eλGr(M´).

It follows:

Proposition 4.8. Given an exact sequence of Bn-modules:

0→ M′
f→ M

g→ M′′ → 0 , such that M has a good filtration F(M), and

M′and M′′have induced filtrations. Then
i) dλ(M)=max{dλ(M′),dλ(M′′)}.
ii)dλ(M)=dλ(M′)=dλ(M′′), implies eλ(M)=eλ(M′)+eλ(M´´).

Given a filtered ring Λ with a good filtration F and two filtered modules
M and N with F -filtrations F(M) and F(N), we have an induced filtration of
abelian subgroups of HomΛ(M,N) given by: FpHomΛ(M,N)={ϕ ∈HomΛ(M,N)|
ϕ(Fk(M))⊂ Fp+k(N), k∈ Z}.

We have the following:[29]

Lemma 4.9. i) Assume that
a) M is a finitely generated filtered Λ-module an its filtration F(M) is

exhaustive,
b) The module N has a filtration F(N) such that for some integer q, F(N)q=0.
Then there exists p∈ Z such that FpHomΛ(M,N)=0.
ii) Assume that
c) M is a finitely generated filtered Λ-module with a good F-filtration F(M).
d) The module N has an exhaustive filtration F(N).
Then the filtration FHomΛ(M,N) is exhaustive.

In view of the previous lemma we can consider the graded abelian group
associated to the filtration FHomΛ(M,N) and denote it by:

GrHomΛ(M,N)= ⊕
k∈Z
FpHomΛ(M,N)/Fp−1HomΛ(M,N).

Consider the graded abelian group ⊕
k∈Z

HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p]). Given

a map ϕ ∈ FpHomΛ(M,N), by definition ϕ(Fk(M))⊂ Fp+k(N), hence there
is a map ϕp:Grk(M))→Grp+k(N), and ⊕ϕp

p∈Z
∈ ⊕

p∈Z
HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p]).

In this way there is an injective map: ϕ → ⊕
p∈Z

ϕp from GrHomΛ(M,N) in to

⊕
p∈Z

HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p]).

The map is functorial, if f: M→M′ is a map, then the following diagram
commutes:

GrHomΛ(M′,N) → ⊕
p∈Z

HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M′),Gr(N)[p])

↓ ↓
GrHomΛ(M,N) → ⊕

p∈Z
HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p])
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We are interested in the case that the map:
GrHomΛ(M′,N)→ ⊕

p∈Z
HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M′),Gr(N)[p]) is a bijection.

We need the following:

Lemma 4.10. Let M be a finitely generated Λ-module with a good filtration
F(M), such that Gr(M) is a free Gr(Λ)-module with a basis e1,e2,...ekconsisting
of homogeneous elements of degrees r1,r2,...rk, respectively. Let m1,m2,...mk be
elements of M such that mi=ei, for 1≤i≤k. Then M is a free Λ-module with
basis m1,m2,...mk.

Using this lemma we obtain the following:

Proposition 4.11. Let M be a finitely generated Λ-module with a good filtra-
tion F(M), such that Gr(M) is a free Gr(Λ)-module . Then the canonical map
GrHomΛ(M,N)→ ⊕

p∈Z
HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p])is an isomorphism.

From these ingredients the next proposition can be proved:

Proposition 4.12. Let M be a finitely generated Λ-module with a good fil-
tration F(M). Let L◦ be a left resolution of Gr(M), consisting of graded free
Gr(Λ)-modules of finite rank and maps in degree zero. Then there exists a free
resolution P◦ of M consisting of filtered Λ-modules and filtration preserving
maps, such that the complex Gr(P◦) is isomorphic to L◦.

We will make use of the previous proposition in the following situation:
Let N be a finitely generated Λ-module with a good filtration F(N). Then

we consider the complex K◦=HomΛ(P0,N). Then Hj(K◦)=ExtjΛ(M,N).
By lemmas 4.4, 4.9, each Kj has a natural exhaustive filtration compatible

with the differentials in the complex and such that FpKj=0 for sufficiently
negative p. The corresponding graded complex Gr(K◦)=Gr(HomΛ(P0,N)) is
by Proposition 4.11, isomorphic to the complex ⊕

p∈Z
HomGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p]).

Therefore: Hj(Gr(K◦))∼= ⊕
p∈Z

ExtjGr(Λ)(Gr(M),Gr(N)[p]), for all j∈ Z+.

It is known that any filtered complex produces a spectral sequence [30], we
review here the construction of the spectral sequence given in [28].

Let K◦ be a filtered complex of Λ-modules. Then define

Zpqr ={x∈ FpKp+q |dx∈ Fp−rKp+q+1}

These generalized cicles are filtered

FpKp+q=Zpq0 ⊃Zpq1 ⊃...⊃Zpqr ⊃...Zp+q(K◦)∩FpKp+q

We also have generalized boundaries
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Bpq
r ={y∈ FpKp+q |y=dx,x∈ Fp+rKp+q−1}

The boundaries are filtered

Bp+q(FpK◦)⊂Bpq
0 ⊂Bpq

1 ⊂...⊂Bpq
r ⊂...⊂Bp+q(K◦)∩Fp(Kp+q)

The Er-term in the spectral sequence for the filtered complex K◦ is defined
as

Epq
r =(Zpqr +Fp−1Kp+q)/(Bpq

r−1+Fp−1Kp+q)∼=Zpqr /(Bpq
r−1+Zp−1q+1

r−1 )

the differential dr:E
pq
r →Ep−r q+r+1

r is induced by the differential d of K◦. For
r=1 we have Epq

1 =Hp+q(GrpK
◦)

Assume the filtrations FKj are good. Then ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
r is a Gr(Λ)-module and

dr: ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
r → ⊕

p+q=j+1
Ep q
r are morphisms of finitely generated graded Gr(Λ)-

modules.
Moreover,
⊕

p+q=j
Epq
∞= ⊕

p+q=j
Zp+q(K◦)∩FpKp+q/(Bp+q(K◦)∩FpKp+q+Zp+q(K◦))∩Fp−1Kp+q)

is the graded Gr(Λ)-module corresponding to filtered module Hj( K◦) with
the induced filtration , which is good.

From these observations we can prove the following:

Lemma 4.13. Let K◦ be a filtered complex of Λ-modules, such that the filtra-
tions F(Kj) on Kj, j∈ Z are good. Then the spectral sequence with E1 term
E1=Hp+q(Grp(K◦)) converges to Hp+q(K◦).

Corollary 4.14. Let Λ be a ring with a good filtration F and M a finitely gen-
erated Λ-module with a good filtration FM. Then there is an spectral sequence
with Epq

1 =Extp+qGrΛ(Gr(M),Gr(Λ)[p]), which converges to Extp+qΛ ( M,Λ).

Let k be a field and Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I, with I=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2 |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, XiZ-ZXi > an homogeneous G-algebra with

the standard filtration, defined as Fi={
∑
|α|≤i

rαXα |rα ∈ k[Z]}. For any finitely

generated left Bn-module M with a good filtration FM we have defined a
dimension dλ(M) induced by the rank function on finitely generated k[Z]-
modules. We saw above that the dimension does not depend on the good
filtration.

Theorem 4.15. Let k be a field and Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I, with I=

<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2 |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, XiZ-ZXi > an homogeneous

G-algebra and M a finitely generated Bn-module. Then
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i) ExtjBn(M, Bn)=0 for j<n-dλ( M)

ii) dλ(ExtjBn( M, Bn))≤n-j for all 0≤j≤n

iii) dλ(Ext
n-dλ(M)
Bn

( M, Bn))=dλ(M).

Proof. We make use the standard filtration, defined as Fi={
∑
|α|≤i

rαXα |rα ∈

k[Z]} and the fact that the associated graded ring is the quantum polynomial
ring
Gr( Bn)=k[Z]q[X1,X2,...Xn]. We use the converging spectral sequence:

Extp+qGrBn
(Gr(M),Gr(Bn)[p]) =⇒ Extp+qBn

(M,Bn) and the cohomolgy formulas
we already proved in Section 3 for the quantum polynomial ring. We equip
ExtjBn( M,Bn) with the good filtration induced by the complex K◦=HomBn

( P◦,Bn) and P◦ a filtered free resolution of M. We remarked above Epq
∞=

Grp(Extp+qBn
( M,Bn)).

We know by Section 3, ⊕
p∈Z

ExtjGrBn(Gr(M),Gr(Bn)[p])=0, for

j<n-dλ(Gr( M))= n-dλ( M). Therefore, Epq
1 =0, for p+q<n-dλ( M), it follows

Epq
∞=0, for p+q<n-dλ( M), which implies ExtjBn( M, Bn)=0 for j<n-dλ( M).

Since ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
r is a finitely generated graded GrBn-modules and ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r+1

is a sub quotient of ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
r , then dλ( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r+1)≤dλ( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r ) , it implies

dλ(( ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
∞)≤dλ( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq

1 ). But ( ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
1 )= ⊕

p∈Z
ExtjGrBn(Gr(M),Gr(Bn)[p])

and ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
∞=Gr(ExtjBn(M,Bn)).

It follows: dλ(Gr(ExtjBn(M,Bn))=dλ(ExtjBn( M,Bn)≤
dλ( ⊕

p∈Z
ExtjGrBn(Gr(M),Gr(Bn)[p]))≤n-j, by Section 2.

Let j be j=n-dλ(Gr( M))=n-dλ(M). Then by i) for quantum polynomial
rings ( ⊕

p+q=j−1
Epq

1 )= ⊕
p∈Z

Extj−1
GrBn

(Gr(M),Gr(Bn)[p])=0. It follows by induction

in r ( ⊕
p+q=j−1

Epq
r )=0.

The map dr:( ⊕
p+q=j−1

Epq
r )→( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r ) is zero hence ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r+1 ⊂ ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r

and the sequence: 0→ ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
r+1 → ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r

dr→ ⊕
p+q=j+1

Epq
r is exact. We

remarked above that

dλ( ⊕
p+q=j+1

Epq
r ) ≤ n-j-1, dλ( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r )=max{dλ( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r+1),dλ(dr( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq
r ))}.

Hence for r=1, j=n-dλ(M),

dλ( ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
1 )=max{dλ( ⊕

p+q=j
Epq

2 ),dλ(dr( ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
1 ))}=dλ(M)

Implies dλ( ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
2 )=dλ(M), by induction

dλ( ⊕
p+q=j

Epq
∞)=dλ(M)=dλ(Gr(Ext

n−dλ(M)
Bn

(M,Bn))=dλ(Ext
n−dλ(M)
Bn

(M,Bn)).
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We consider next non homogeneous G-algebras, as defined in section one,
they include the Weyl algebras D(n) [9], and the enveloping algebras of the
finite dimensional Lie algebras.

Since by definition the algebras An have a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis, they
are filtered algebra byFj={

∑
rαXα |rα ∈ k and |α| ≤ i}. In particular F0=k

and Gr(An)=kq[X1,X2,...Xn]. If we denote by Bn the homogenized version of
An, it was proved in Section one that Bn/(Z-1)Bn. Then it is clear that the
canonical morphism ϕ : Bn → An is a morphism of filtered algebras. Given
a finitely generated An-module M , we denote by d (M) the dimension of M
obtained by using the additive function on finite dimensional vector spaces V ,
dimkV . The dimension we obtain is the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension.

Theorem 4.16. Let k be a field and An the G-algebra, k <X1,X2,...Xn >/L,

with L=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijXk-aij |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0 }, bkij, aij ∈ k >. Given

a finitely generated An-module M we denote by d (M) the Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension of M. Then we have:

i) ExtjAn(M , An)=0 for j<n-d( M)

ii) d(ExtjAn( M, An))≤n-j for all 0≤j≤n

iii) d(Ext
n-dλ(M)
An

( M, An))=d(M).

Proof. For the proof use the filtration Fj={rαXα |rα ∈ k and |α| ≤i} and
repeat the spectral sequence arguments as in theorem 4.15. We leave the
details to the reader.

We have proved the cohomology formulas for a finitely generated Bn-
module M, using the dimension dλ(M) where dλ was defined using the rank
function, but we want to give cohomology formulas using the more familiar
notion of Gelfand Kirillov dimension, which we denote by dim(M). To do this
we will relate both dimensions dim (M) and dλ(M). Observe that if M has the
property ZM=0 then it can be considered a Bn/ZBn-module where Bn/ZBn

is isomorphic to the quantum polynomial ring Cn=kq[X1,X2,,,Xn] and by Rees
theorem ExtkBn( M, Bn)=Extk−1

Cn
( M, Cn), and by the results on quantum poly-

nomial rings we will have the cohomology formulas for the Gelfand Kirillov
dimension. However, dλ(M)=0 and the formulas could be very different.

For Bn-modules M which are torsion free as k[Z]- modules we have the
following:

Lemma 4.17. Let Bn be an homogenized G-algebra and let M be a finitely
generated module, which is torsion free as k[Z]-module, dim ( M ) and dλ(M)
are the Gelfand Kirillov and the rank dimension, respectively. Then dim ( M )
=dλ(M)+1.
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Proof. Assume M is generated by elements m1, m2,..mt . The filtration F(M)
defined by Fk(M)={fα(Z)Xαmi | |α| ≤k } is a good filtration compatible with

the filtration Fk={fα(Z)Xα | |α| ≤k } of Bn. Then Fk(M)∼=
rk
⊕
i=1
k [Z] and rank

Fk(M) =rk.
The submodule ZM of M has two good filtrations: ZFk(M) and Fk(M)∩ZM,

with ZFk(M)⊂ Fk(M)∩ZM. It follows that for large enough k the functions:
k→dimkFk(M)/ZFk(M) and k→dimkFk(M)/ZM∩Fk(M) are polynomials of
the same degree and the same multiplicity, but dimkFk(M)/ZFk(M)=

dimk
rk
⊕
i=1
k[Z]/(Z)= rk=rankFk(M). It follows dim( M/ZM)=dλ(M).

We have isomorphisms k[Z]⊗kM/ZM∼= k[Z]⊗kk[Z]/(Z)⊗k[Z]M∼= k[Z]⊗k[Z]M
∼=M, hence dim M=dim(k[Z]⊗kM/ZM)=dim( M/ZM)+1=dλ(M)+1.

We can prove now the following:

Proposition 4.18. Let k be an algebraically closed field and Bn an homog-

enized G-algebra k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I, with I=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-

aijZ
2 |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, XiZ-ZXi >. Let M be a finitely generated Bn-module,

which is torsion free as k[Z]-module, and dim(M) the Gelfand Kirillov dimen-
sion. Then

i) ExtjBn(M, Bn)=0 for j<n+1-dim( M)

ii) dim(ExtjBn( M, Bn))≤n+1-j for all 0≤j≤n

iii) dim(Ext
n−dim(M)
Bn

( M, Bn))=dim(M).

Proof. i) By Theorem 4.15, ExtjBn( M, Bn)=0 for j<n-dλ( M)=n-(dim( M)-1).

ii) Let t(ExtjBn( M, Bn)) be the torsion part. Since ExtjBn( M, Bn) is finitely

generated, there is a non zero polynomial f such that t(ExtjBn( M, Bn)) =Ker

f, were f: ExtjBn( M, Bn)→ExtjBn(M , Bn) is multiplication.
Since M is a torsion free k[Z]-module, then there is an exact sequence:

0→M
f→M→M/fM→0, which induces an exact sequence:

→ExtjBn( M/fM, Bn)→ExtjBn( M, Bn)
ExtjBn (f,Bn)
→ ExtjBn( M, Bn)→

Extj+1
Bn

( M, Bn)
Since Z is in the center we have a natural isomorphism:

ExtjBn(M,Bn)
ExtjBn (f,Bn)
→ ExtjBn(M,Bn)

↓ 1 ↓ 1

ExtjBn(M,Bn)
f→ ExtjBn(M,Bn)

Hence; there is an epimorphism ExtjBn( M/fM, Bn)→t(ExtjBn( M, Bn))→0
.
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Since the field is algebraically closed f=
t∏

k=1

(Z-ai) and k[Z]/ (Z-ai)∼= k. Let

fk be the product fk=
k∏
i=1

(Z-ai) for 1≤k≤t. Then we have a filtration:

M/fM⊃f1M/fM⊃f2M/fM⊃...⊃ft−1M/ftM⊃0, where each fi−1M/fiM is a
Bn/(Z-ai)Bn-module. .

By Rees lemma, [30] there is an isomorphism ExtjBn( fi−1M/fiM, Bn)∼=
Extj−1

Ai,n
( fi−1M/fiM, Ai,n), where Bn/(Z-ai)Bn=An,ai is for ai 6= 0 a non homo-

geneous G-algebra, and for ai=0 .An,ai is the quantum polynomial ring.
By Theorem 4.15, dimExtjBn(fi−1M/fiM ,Bn)=dimExtj−1

Ai,n
( fi−1M/fiM,Ai,n)

≤ n-(j-1).
Using the filtration it follows by induction, dimExtjBn( M/fM, Bn)≤n+1-j.

Therefore dim(t(ExtjBn( M, Bn))≤dimExtjBn(M/fM, Bn) ≤n+1-j.

In the other hand dλ(ExtjBn(M,Bn))/t(ExtjBn( M,Bn))=dim(ExtjBn(M,Bn)/

t(ExtjBn(M, Bn))-1=dλ(ExtjBn(M,Bn)≤n-j.

Therefore: dim(ExtjBn(M,Bn)/t(ExtjBn( M, Bn))≤n+1-j.

From the exact sequence: 0→t(ExtjBn( M, Bn))→ExtjBn(M,Bn) →
ExtjBn(M,Bn)/t(ExtjBn( M, Bn))→0. We have dimExtjBn( M, Bn))≤n+1-j.

iii) For the particular case j=n-dλ( M)=n+1-dim( M), we proved in ii)

dim(t(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

( M, Bn))≤dim( M) and dim(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

(M,Bn)/

t(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

( M , Bn))-1=dλ(Ext
n−dλ(M)
Bn

(M ,Bn)=dλ(M), implies

dim(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

(M,Bn)/t(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

(M, Bn)=dλ(M)+1=dim ( M)

Since dimExt
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

(M,Bn)=max{dim(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

(M,Bn)/

t(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

( M, Bn)), dim(t(Ext
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

( M, Bn))} it follows

dimExt
n+1−dim(M)
Bn

(M,Bn)=dim ( M).

Lemma 4.19. Let 0→L
j→M

q→N→0 be an exact sequence of Bn-modules and
assume the cohomology formulas i) ii) iii) of Proposition 4.18, hold for the
modules L and N. Then they hold for M.

Proof. i) Since dim(M)=max{dimL, dimN}, we have n+1-dimM≤ n+1-dimL,
n+1-dimM≤ n+1-dimN.

By the long homology sequence we have an exact sequence:

ExtjBn(N, Bn)
ExtjBn (q,Bn)
→ ExtjBn(M, Bn)

ExtjBn (j,Bn)
→ ExtjBn(L, Bn)

δ→Extj+1
Bn

(N, Bn )

Hence j<n+1-dimM implies ExtjBn(N, Bn)=0=ExtjBn(L, Bn).

Therefore, ExtjBn(M, Bn)=0.

ii) Let U and V be the modules U=Im(ExtjBn(q,Bn)) and V=Im(ExtjBn(j,Bn)).

Then dim(ExtjBn(M, Bn))=max{dim ( U), dim( V)}, where dim(U)

≤dim(ExtjBn(N, Bn))≤n+1-j, dim(V) ≤dim(ExtjBn(N, Bn))≤n+1-j.
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Therefore: dim(ExtjBn(M, Bn))≤n+1-j.
iii) In order to prove iii) we consider several cases.
a) dim M=dim L and dimM≥dim N +1.
Let j be j=n+1-dim( M)=n+1-dim( L)<n+1-dim( N). If dim M>dim N

+1, then j+1<n+1-dim( N).
Then ExtjBn(N,Bn)=0 =Extj+1

Bn
(N, Bn) and ExtjBn(M, Bn)∼=ExtjBn(L,Bn).

In this case dim( ExtjBn(M,Bn))=dim(ExtjBn(L, Bn))=dim( L)=dim( M).
b) dim M=dimL=dimN +1. This is j+1= n+2-dim M=n+1-dim N.
In this case ExtjBn(N, Bn)=0 and dim(Extj+1

Bn
(N, Bn ))=dim(N)<dim(L)=

dim(ExtjBn(L,Bn)) and dim(Imδ) <dim(ExtjBn(L, Bn) .

dim(ExtjBn(L, Bn))=max{dim(ExtjBn(M, Bn)), dim(Imδ)}.
Therefore: dim(ExtjBn(L, Bn))=dim(ExtjBn(M , Bn)=dim( L)=dim(M).
c) dim M=dim N >dim L. Let j be j=n+1-dim( M)=n+1-dim( N)<

n+1-dim( L).
In this case ExtjBn(L, Bn)=0=Extj−1

Bn
(L, Bn) and ExtjBn(N, Bn)

∼=ExtjBn(M , Bn).

dim(ExtjBn(N, Bn))=dim(ExtjBn(M, Bn))=dim (M)=dim (N).
d) dimM=dimL=dimN.
In this last case dim(ExtjBn(M, Bn))=max{dim(ExtjBn(N, Bn)), dim (V)},

where dim(ExtjBn(N, Bn))=dim ( N) and dim(V)≤dim(ExtjBn(L, Bn))
=dim ( L).

It follows dim(ExtjBn(M, Bn))=dim( M).

As a corollary we obtain the main result of the section:

Theorem 4.20. Let k be an algebraically closed field, Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,

Z>/I, with I=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2 |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, XiZ-ZXi >

an homogeneous G-algebra, M a finitely generated Bn-module and dim(M) the
Gelfand Kirillov dimension. Then

i) ExtjBn(M, Bn)=0 for j<n+1-dim( M)

ii) dim(ExtjBn( M, Bn))≤n+1-j for all 0≤j≤n

iii) dim(Ext
n−dim(M)
Bn

( M, Bn))=dim(M).

Proof. We already proved the theorem for modules that are torsion free mod-
ules as k[Z]-modules. Consider a finitely generated module M such that

there exists a polynomial ft=
t∏
i=1

(Z-ai) such that for 1≤k≤t, fk=
k∏
i=1

(Z-ai) and

ftM=0, fkM6=0 for k 6=t. Then we have a filtration M/fM⊃f1M/fM⊃f2M/fM⊃...
⊃ft−1M/ftM⊃0, where each fi−1M/fiM is a Bn/(Z-ai)Bn=Ai,n-module.

By Rees lemma [30], ExtjBn( fi−1M/fiM, Bn)∼=Extj−1
Ai,n

( fi−1M/fiM, Ai,n) and

formulas i) ii) iii) follow from he corresponding formulas for non homogeneous
G-algebras.
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Now applying Lemma 4.19 and induction formulas i), ii), iii) hold for mod-
ules M which are torsion module as k[Z]-modules.

For the general case we have an exact sequence: 0→t(M)→M→M/t(M)→0,
where the formulas hold for t(M) and M/t(M). It follows by Lemma 4.19, that
i),ii),iii) hold for M.

5 The graded localization of an homogenized

G-algebra

Let k be a field and Bn be the homogenized G-algebra k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/I,

with I=<XjXi- cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2 |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, XiZ-ZXi >. In this

section we associate to the algebra Bn, its des homogenized algebra An de-
fined by generators and relations as An=k <X1,X2,...Xn,>/L, with L=<XjXi-

cijXiXj

n

-
∑
k=1

bkijXk-aij |j>i, cij ∈ k-{0}, aij ∈ k >. We will study here the

relations between the categories of modules over these algebras.

In the applications we have in mind, the algebra An could be:

i) The Weyl algebrasD(n) = k <X1,X2,...Xn,δ1,δ2,...δn >/L, with L=<XiXj-
XjXi, δiδj- δjδi, Xiδj- δjXi-∂ij >, where ∂ij is Kronecker’s lemma.

ii) The universal enveloping algebras U(L) of finite dimensional Lie algebras
L, over a field k of zero characteristic. U(L) = k <X1,X2,...Xn,>/L, with

L=<XiXj- bijXjXi+
n∑
k=1

ckijXk >, where Xi correspond to the generators µi of

L and ckij are the structure constants given by [µi,µj]=
n∑

k=1

ckijµk.

Since Z is an element of the center of Bn it is possible to invert it to have
the graded localization (Bn)Z which is isomorphic to the tensor product of al-
gebras Bn ⊗

k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1]. We prove in this section that there is an isomorphism

of graded algebras An⊗
k
k[Z,Z−1]−→ Bn ⊗

k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1]. In particular, (Bn)Z is a

strongly graded algebra which has An in degree zero. It follows from a theorem
by Dade [10], that there is an exact equivalence of categories Gr(Bn)Z

∼=ModAn ,
which induces by restriction an equivalence of categories in the corresponding
categories of finitely generated modules gr(Bn)Z

∼=modAn . We end the section
sketching the relations between the categories grBn and gr(Bn)Z

, in particu-
lar the localization functor Q : GrBn →Gr(Bn)Z

, M→MZ induces an exact
dense functor Q : grBn →gr(Bn)Z

, such that given a morphism of finitely gen-
erated graded (Bn)Z-modules ϕ: MZ −→NZ , there exists an integer k≥0, and
a map f:ZkM−→N such that the composition MZ −→(ZkM)Z −→NZ is ϕ and
MZ −→(ZkM)Z is an isomorphism of graded modules. The kernel of the func-
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tor Q is the subcategory grBn of (GrBn) consisting of the of the Bn-modules of
Z-torsion.

Consider the multiplicative subset S={1,Z,Z2,...}of k[Z]. The localization
k[Z]S={f/zn |n≥0} is a Z-graded algebra with homogeneous elements Zn/Zmof
degree n-m. It is clear k[Z]S =k[Z,Z−1], the Laurent polynomials.

The natural map: k[Z]→ k[Z,Z−1] is flat.
Our aim in this section is to study the graded localization:

(Bn)Z = Bn ⊗
k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1].

It is a Z-graded k-algebra with homogeneous elements b/Zkof degree (b/Zk)
= degree(b)-k.

We will study this algebra and its relations with the algebra An.
The natural map ϕ:Bn →(Bn)Z given by b→b⊗1 is a morphism of graded

algebras.
Since Z is in the center of Bn the ideal (Z-1)Bn is two sided. Let’s consider

the composition Bn
ϕ−→(Bn)Z

π−→(Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z .
Let b be an element of Kerπϕ. Then b/1∈(Z-1)(Bn)Z implies b/1=

(Z-1)b′/Zk, hence there exist t,` ≥0 such that Z`b=Zt(Z-1)b′=(Z-1)g(Z)b+b
and b=(Z-1)(b´Zt-g(Z)b)∈(Z-1)Bn. It follows Kerπϕ=(Z-1)Bn and we have a
commutative diagram

Bn
ϕ−→ (Bn)Z

π−→ (Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z
q ↘ ↗ ψ

Bn/(Z-1)Bn

where ψ is an injective ring morphism. We prove it is an isomorphism.
Let b/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z be an element of (Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z . We re-write

b/Zk as follows:
b/Zk=b`/Z`+b`−1/Z`−1+...b0+b1Z+...bmZm.
But we can re write bi/1 as bi/1=Zibi/Zi=(Z-1)g(Z)bi/Zi+bi/Zi. Similarly,

bjZ
j=bj(Z-1)g(Z)+bj.
Then bi/1+(Z-1)(Bn)Z=bi/Zi+(Z-1)(Bn)Z and biZ

i/1+(Z-1)(Bn)Z=bi/1+
(Z-1)(Bn)Z .

Therefore b/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z=(b`+b`−1+...b0+b1+...bm)/1+(Z-1)(Bn)Z .
We have proved ψ is an isomorphism.
In fact we proved the following:

Lemma 5.1. With the above notation, there exists ring isomorphisms:
Bn/(Z-1)Bn

∼=(Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z ∼= An.

Denote by τ the composition ψ−1π, then the following triangle commutes :
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Bn
ϕ−→ (Bn)Z

q ↘ ↙ τ
Bn/(Z-1)Bn

.

Since (Bn)Z is Z-graded we have the inclusion ((Bn)Z)0 →(Bn)Z and the
projection (Bn)Z −→(Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z .

Let θ: ((Bn)Z)0 −→(Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z be the composition.

Proposition 5.2. The map θ:((Bn)Z)0 −→(Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z is an isomor-
phism.

Proof. We prove first θ is injective. Let
∧
b be an element of ((Bn)Z)0. It can

be written as
∧
b=

m∑
i=0

gi(X)Z−ni with gi(X) homogeneous polynomials of degree

ni and n0 >n1 >...nm.

We have the following equalities:
∧
b=Z−n0

m∑
i=0

gi(X)Zn0−ni and
m∑
i=0

gi(X)Zn0-ni

=g0(X)+g1(X)...gm(X)+(Z-1)h(Z)g′(X).

Therefore
∧
b=Z−n0

m∑
i=0

gi(X)+(Z-1)Z−n0b′.

Hence, θ(
∧
b)=0 means Z−n0

m∑
i=0

gi(X)∈(Z-1)(Bn)Z .

There exists s, t ≥0 such that Zt(
m∑
i=0

gi(X))=Zs(Z-1)b′′.

Set g(X)=
m∑
i=0

gi(X), then Ztg(X)=g(X)+(Z-1)h(Z)g(X) and g(X)=(Z-1)b,

with b ∈ Bn.
Hence b=b0(X)+b1(X)Z+...bk(X)Zk. Then
g(X)=-b0(X)+(b0(X)-b1(X))Z+...(bk−1(X)-bk(X))Zk+bk(XZk+1

It follows g(X)=-b0(X) and b0(X)=b1(X)=b2(X)=...bk(X)=0.

Therefore g(X)=
m∑
i=0

gi(X)=0, where each gi(X) has degree ni with

n0 > n1 > ...nm.

It follows each gi(X,δ)=0 and as a consequence,
∧
b=0.

We prove now θ is surjective.
Take an element b/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z in (Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z .

The element b decomposes into homogeneous components: b=
m∑
i=0

bi with

degree bi=ni and n0 <n1 <...nm.

As above, Znm−nibi=(Z-1)h(Z)bi+bi. Set b′i=Znm−nibi, b′=
m∑
i=0

b′i.

Hence bi/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z=b′i/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z .
If `>k, then b′/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z=Z`−kb′/Z`=b′/Z`+(Z-1)f(Z)b′′ and b/Zk+

(Z-1)(Bn)Z=b′/Z`+(Z-1)(Bn)Z .
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The case `<k is similar: b′/Z`=Zk−`b′/Zk=b′/Zk+(Z-1)f(Z)b′′and b/Zk+
(Z-1)(Bn)Z=b′/Z`+(Z-1)(Bn)Z .

In any case θ(b′/Z`)=b/Zk+(Z-1)(Bn)Z .
We have proved θ is an isomorphism.

With the identification Bn/(Z-1)Bn
∼=(Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z ∼= An we have

proved the graded algebra (Bn)Z has An in degree zero.

Theorem 5.3. There exists a graded rings isomorphism:
An ⊗

k
k[Z,Z−1]−→ Bn ⊗

k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1].

Proof. Since((Bn)Z)0
∼= An, we prove that multiplication induces a ring iso-

morphism: µ:((Bn)Z)0⊗
k
k[Z,Z−1]−→(Bn)Z , b/Z`⊗Zk −→bZk/Z`, assume b/Z`

is homogeneous with degree b=`+k, then b/Z`=(b/Z`+k)Zk and degree
(b/Z`+k)=0.

Then b/Z`+k⊗Zk −→b/Z`, Similarly, if degree b=`-k,b/Z`−k⊗Zk −→b/Z`.
The map µ is onto.

Consider now an element b/Zkof degree zero, we can write b=
k∑
i=0

fi(X)Zk−i

with degree fi(X)=i.

b/Zk⊗Z` −→Z`−k
k∑
i=0

fi(X)Zk−i=0 in (Bn)Z .

It follows there exist t≥0 such that Zt
k∑
i=0

fi(X)Zk−i=0 in Bn.

Therefore: b/Zk⊗Z`=bZt/Zk+t⊗Z`=0.
We have proved µ is an isomorphism.

The inclusion k −→ k[Z,Z−1] induces a flat morphism:
An −→ An ⊗

k
k[Z,Z−1]=An[Z,Z−1].

There is a pair of adjoint functors: An[Z,Z−1]⊗-: ModAn −→GrAn[Z,Z−1],
resA: GrAn[Z,Z−1] −→ModAn , where resA is the restriction.

The following result is a particular case of a theorem given by Dade [10].
We include the proof for completeness.

Theorem 5.4. The functors resA, An[Z,Z−1]⊗- are exact inverse equiva-
lences.

Proof. It is clear both functors are exact.
Let M=⊕

i∈Z
Mi be a graded An[Z,Z−1]-module. Multiplication induces a

morphism of graded modules: µ:An[Z,Z−1]⊗
A
M0 →M.

If Zkm=0, then m=Z−kZkm=0 and µ is injective, but given m∈ Mk,
µ(Zk⊗Z−km) =m. It follows µ is an isomorphism.
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Moreover, if f: M −→ N is a morphism of graded An[Z,Z−1]-modules, the
following diagram commutes

An[Z,Z−1]⊗
A

M0 −→ M

↓ 1⊗ f0 ↓ f

An[Z,Z−1]⊗
A

N0 −→ N

It follows, (An[Z,Z−1]⊗
A

-)resA ∼=1.

Given an An-module M, it is clear resA(An[Z,Z−1]⊗
A

M)∼=M and given a

morphism of An-modules f: M→N, resA(1⊗f)=f.
Therefore: resA(An[Z,Z−1]⊗

A
-)∼=1.

Corollary 5.5. The equivalences resA, An[Z,Z−1]⊗- preserve projective mod-
ules, irreducible modules, send left ideals to left ideals giving an order preserv-
ing bijection.

We will study now the relations between GrBn and Gr(Bn)Z
. We denote by

Q the localization functor Q: GrBn →Gr(Bn)Z
, M→MZ , where

MZ=(Bn)z⊗
B

M∼= k[Z,Z−1] ⊗
k[Z]

Bn⊗
Bn

M∼= k[Z,Z−1] ⊗
k[Z]

M.

If we denote by grBn and gr(Bn)Z
the categories of finitely generated graded

Bn and (Bn)Z-modules, respectively, then Q restricts to a functor
Q: grBn →gr(Bn)Z

.

Definition 5.6. Given a Bn-module M, define the Z-torsion of M as: tZ(M)=
{m∈M|there exists n>0 with Znm=0}. It is clear tZ is an idempotent radical.
We say M is Z-torsion when tZ(M)=M and Z-torsion free if tZ(M)=0.

The kernel of the natural map M−→MZ is tZ(M).

Proposition 5.7. i) Let f : M−→N be a morphism of graded Bn-modules.
Then fZ : MZ −→NZ is zero if and only if f factors through a Z -torsion
module.

ii) Let ϕ: MZ −→NZ be a morphism of finitely generated graded (Bn)Z-
modules, there exists an integer k≥0 and a map f:ZkM−→N such that the com-
position MZ −→(ZkM)Z −→NZ is ϕ and MZ −→(ZkM)Z is an isomorphism
of graded modules.

iii) Let M be a finitely generated graded (Bn)Z-module. Then there exists
a finitely generated Bn-sub module M of M such that (M)Z ∼=MZ.

Proof. i) Let f:M→N be a morphism such that fZ : MZ −→NZ , fZ=0. Let m∈M
with f(m)/1=0.Then there exist some k≥0 such that Zkf(m)=0. It follows f(M)
is of Z-torsion and the map f factors as f=jf with j: tZ(M)→M the inclusion
and f:M→tZ(M) the restriction of f.
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Conversely, f=gh with h: M→L and g: L→M maps and L of Z-torsion,
then LZ=0 and fZ=gZhZ=0.

ii) Let ϕ:MZ −→NZ be a morphism of finitely generated graded (Bn)Z-
modules. Let m1, m2,... mk be a set of homogeneous generators of Mz with de-
gree mi=di and let d=max{di}.Then ϕ(mi)=

∑
j

ni,j⊗Zki.j , degree ni,j+ki,j=di.

If ki,j ≥0, then ni,j⊗Zki.j=ni,jZ
ki.j⊗1, hence we assume ϕ(mi)=

∑
j

ni,j⊗Zki.j ,

with ki,j ≤0. Let k=max{ -ki,j}.
Then ϕ(mi)=

∑
j

ni,jZ
k+ki,j⊗Z−k=ni⊗Z−k, degree ni=di+k.

Consider the restriction to ZkM of the map:

M
j−→M ⊗

k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1]

ϕ−→N ⊗
k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1], f:ZkM−→N⊗1∼=N. The map f is a degree

zero map.

We have an exact sequence: 0→ZkM→M→M/ZkM→0, with M/ZkM of
Z-torsion. Localizing, there exist an isomorphism (ZkM)Z ∼=MZ . There is
a map fZ :(ZkM)Z →NZ , given by fZ(m/Z`)=f(Zk(m/Zk+`)=ϕ(Zkm)/Z`+k =
Zkϕ(m)/Z`+k=ϕ(m/Z`).

iii) Let M be a finitely generated (Bn)Z-module with homogeneous gener-
ators: m1, m2,...mk of degree mi=di.

By restriction, M is a Bn-module. Let M be the Bn-submodule of M gen-
erated by m1, m2,... mk.

Localizing we get M Z=(Bn)Z ⊗
B

M ∼= Bn ⊗
k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1]⊗

B
M ∼= k[Z,Z−1] ⊗

k[Z]
M.

Let µ:k[Z,Z−1] ⊗
k[Z]

M→M be the map given by multiplication.

The homogeneous elements of k[Z,Z−1] ⊗
k[Z]

M are of the form Z−k⊗m, hence

µ(Z−k⊗m)=Z−km=0 implies m=ZkZ−km=0.

Let m be an element of M homogeneous of degree k. It has form:
m=
∑

bi/Znimi, degree bi+di-ni=k. Set n=max{ni}.
Then Znm=

∑
biZ

n−nimi=m is an element of M of degree k+n and
µ(Z−k ⊗m)=m.

Corollary 5.8. Let M , N be finitely generated graded Bn-modules. A map
ϕ:MZ → NZ is an isomorphism if and only if there exists a map f: ZkM →
N such that Kerf , Cokerf are of Z-torsion and fZ=ϕ. If there is a map
f: ZkM → N such that fZ is an isomorphism, then Kerf, Cokerf are of Z-
torsion even when Mor N are not finitely generated.
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6 The categories grB!
n
, QgrBn and gr(Bn)Z

In the last part of the paper we study at the level of categories of modules the
relations among homogenized G-algebras Bn, their graded localization (Bn)Z ,
and the Yoneda algebras B!

n of Bn. We start the section recalling the definition
and basic properties of the categories of ”tails” or ”sheaves” QGrBn and QgrBn
as introduced by [12] and the corresponding sheaf cohomology, we then recall
the notion of stabilization of a category of modules grB!

n
and the corresponding

notion of stable cohomology as defined by [8], as well as the relations between
the sheaf cohomology of Bn, and the stable cohomology of B!

n as in [25], [26].
We finish the section and the paper sketching the relations between QgrBn and
gr(Bn)Z .

We define another torsion theory on GrBn .

Let M be a graded Bn-module, t(M)=
∑
L∈J

L, J={L|sub module M dimkL<

∞}.
Claim: t(M/t(M))=0.

Let N be a finitely generated sub module of M such that N+t(M)/t(M)=
N/N∩t(M) is finite dimensional over k. Since Bn is noetherian and N finitely
generated, N∩t(M) is finitely generated, hence of finite dimension over k. It
follows N is finite dimensional, so N⊂t(M).

Let N be an arbitrary sub module of M with N+t(M)/t(M) finite dimen-
sional over k, then N=

∑
Ni, with Ni finitely generated, each Ni+t(M)/t(M) is

finite dimensional, therefore Ni ⊂t(M). It follows N⊂t(M).

Definition 6.1. We say that a (graded) Bn-module is torsion if t(M)=M and
torsion free if t(M)=0.

It is clear t(M) is Z-torsion and t(M)⊂tZ(M). Therefore if M is torsion then
it is Z -torsion and if M is Z-torsion free then it is torsion free.

The torsion free modules form a Serre (or thick) subcategory of GrBnwe
localize with respect to this subcategory as explained in [12],[32]. Denote by
QGrBn the quotient category and let π: GrBn →QGrBn be the quotient functor,
QGrBn= GrBn/Torsion, is an abelian category with enough injective objects
and π is an exact functor. When taking this quotient we are inverting the
maps of Bn-graded modules, f: M→N such that Kerf and Cokerf are torsion.

The category QGrBn has the same objects as GrBn and maps:

HomQGrBn
(π(M),π(N))=lim−→HomGrBn

(M′,N/t(M)), the limit running

through all the sub modules M′of M such that M/M′ is torsion.

If M is a finitely generated module then the limit has a simpler form:

HomQGrBn
(π(M),π(N))=lim−→

k

HomGrBn
(M≥k,N/t(M)).
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In case N is torsion free HomQGrBn
(π(M),π(N))=lim−→

k

HomGrBn
(M≥k,N).

The functor π : GrBn →QGrBn has a right adjoint: $ : QGrBn →GrBnsuch
that π$ ∼=1. [32].

If we denote by grBn the category of finitely generated graded Bn-modules
and by QgrBn the full subcategory of QGrBn consisting of the objects π(N)
with N finitely generated, then the functor π induces by restriction a functor:
π:grBn →QgrBn . The kernel of π is: Kerπ={M∈grBn | π(M)=0}={M∈grBn
|t(M)=M}.

Since QGrBn has enough injective objects the j-th derived functor of
HomQGrBn

(π(M),π(N)) exists, we denote it by ExtjQGrBn
(π(M),π(N)).

It was proved in [22] that the functor has a simple description:

Let M be finitely generated and N any Bn-module. Then there is a natural
isomorphism:

ExtjQGrBn
(π(M),π(N))∼= lim−→

k

ExtjGrBn
(JkM,N)

There is a a graded version of stable cohomology whose definition goes back
to Buchweitz [8]. Let Λ be any graded ring and M,N∈GrΛ. Let GrΛ be the
stable category. Stable cohomology is defined by the formula

ExtjGrΛ
(M,N)= lim−→

k≥max{-j,0}

HomGrΛ
(Ωk+jM,ΩkN)

where underlined Hom stands for the morphism in GrΛ

In the case Λ is selfinjective Ω is an automorphism and stable cohomology
becomes:

Ext0
GrΛ

(M,N)=HomGrΛ
(M,N)

for j≥1

ExtjGrΛ
(M,N)=HomGrΛ

(ΩjM,N)

and

Ext−jGrΛ
(M,N)=TorGrΛj (trM,N)

where trM denotes the transpose of M in the sense of Auslander-Reiten.

Applying theorem 5.1 of [26] to our situation we get:
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Theorem 6.2. Let Bn be an homogenized G-algebra and B!
n its Yoneda

algebra and denote by F :KBn →KB!
nop

Koszul duality. Then given Koszul Bn-
modules M and N there is a natural isomorphism

ExtjQGrBn
(π(M),π(N)[p])∼=Extj+pGr

B!
n

(F(N)[p],F(M)), for any integer j and any

integer p.

This theorem explains the relation between the categories QgrBnand grB!
n

we sketch now the relation between the categories QgrBn and gr(Bn)Z .
The localization functor (Bn)Z⊗

B
-: grBn →gr(Bn)Z

has kernel {M∈grBn |
MZ=0}. It follows: Kerπ ⊂Ker((Bn)Z⊗

B
-).

According to [32] (pag. 173 Cor. 3.11) there exists a unique functor ψ such
that the following diagram commutes:

grBn
π→ QgrBn

(Bn)Z ⊗
B

- ↘ ↙ ψ

gr(Bn)Z

This is: ψπ=(Bn)Z⊗
B

-.

Theorem 6.3. The functor ψ: QgrBn →gr(Bn)Z is exact full dense and
its Kernel consists of the objects πM with M of Z-torsion. Furthermore if ϕ:
MZ −→NZ is a morphism of finitely generated graded (Bn)Z-modules, then
there exists an integer k≥0 and a map πf:π(ZkM)−→ πN, such that the com-
position

MZ
(ψπj)−1

−→ (ZkM)Z
ψπf−→NZ is ϕ, and ψπj:MZ −→(ZkM)Z is an isomorphism

of graded modules.

Proof. Since (Bn)Z⊗
B

- is dense, ψ it is also dense. We prove only that ψ is

exact.

Let 0→ π(M)
∧
f→ π(N)

∧
g→ π(L)→0 be an exact sequence in QgrBn . We may

assume M,N,L torsion free. Then:

∧
f ∈ lim−→

k

HomGrBn(M≥k,N) and
∧
g ∈ lim−→

s

HomGrBn(N≥s,L).

There exist exact sequences: 0→M≥k+1 →M≥k →M≥k/M≥k+1 →0 which
induces an exact sequence:

0→ HomGrBn
(M≥k/M≥k+1,N)→ HomGrBn

(M≥k,N)→ HomGrBn
(M≥k+1,N).

Since we are assuming N is torsion free HomGrBn
(M≥k/M≥k+1,N)=0.
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Hence
∧
f ∈HomGrBn

(π(M),π(N))= ∪
k≥0

HomGrBn
(M≥k,N).

The map
∧
f is represented by f: M≥k →N. Similarly,

∧
g is represented by a

map g: N≥` → L and we have a sequence: M≥k+`
f→N≥`

g→L with
∧

(gf)=
∧
g
∧
f=0,

which implies gf factors through a torsion module, but L torsion free implies
gf=0. Since M≥k+` is torsion free, f is a monomorphism. If Cokerg is torsion,
there exists an s≥0 such that Cokerg≥s=0. Taking a large enough trunca-

tion we obtain a sequence: M≥s
f→N≥s

g→L≥s with f a monomorphism, g an
epimorphism and gf=0.

Consider the exact sequences:

0→ M≥s
f ′′→ Kerg→ H→ 0, 0→ Kerg→ N≥s → L≥s → 0.

Applying π we obtain the following isomorphism of exact sequences:

0→ π(M≥s)
πf ′′→ π(Kerg) → π(H) → 0

↓∼= ↓∼=

0→ π(M)
∧
f→ Ker

∧
g → 0

It follows π(H)=0 and H is torsion, so there exists an integer t≥0 such that
H≥t=0. Finally, taking a large enough truncation, we get an exact sequence:

0→M≥s
f→N≥s

g→L≥s →0, such that the following sequences are isomorphic:

0→ π(M≥s)
πf→ π(N≥s)

πg→ π(L≥s) → 0
↓∼= ↓∼= ↓∼=

0→ π(M)
∧
f→ π(N)

∧
g→ π(L) → 0

Applying ψ we have an exact sequence: 0→ ψπ(M)
ψ
∧
f→ ψπ(N)

ψ
∧
g→ ψπ(L)→0,

which is isomorphic to 0→(M≥s)Z
fZ→(N≥s)Z

gZ→(L≥s)Z →0.
We have proved ψ is exact.
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